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Revilo P. Oliver

RIGHTEOUS RACISM
I occasionally receive inquiries from persons who have come
across some writing of mine and ask why I invariably refer to
the Jews as constituting a race, although Americans have always been taught that the Chosen People are only a religion,
venerable because they discovered monotheism, which is a superior form of religion because they discovered it.
I try to answer such questions concisely, listing what seem
to me to be the most important points as simple statements,
which I elaborate a little in inset paragraphs to provide a minimum documentation. You may find this elementary outline useful. I accordingly reproduce it here.
1. By the orthodox Jewish definition, only the children of Jewesses are genuine Jews; the race of the father is irrelevant. This
is the official and legal definition of Jews in Israel today.
This use of matrilinear descent to determine race is extremely significant in a people so patriarchal as the
Jews, and even more telling is the indifference to the
race of the father, so that we have "Italian" Jews, "German" Jews, "Chinese" Jews, etc.—even nigger Jews! I
have repeatedly urged that the Jews must know something about genetics that we do not know, and that the
problem most urgently calls for the scientific research
that the Jews forbid the lower races to undertake. In
the Jews' recently acquired "homeland" and their many
colonies, the children of male Jews by women of
another race are accepted as useful and treated as Jews
by courtesy, but, according to such information as we
can obtain, are never permitted to attain positions of
real authority within Jewry.
2. The haematological research of Professor A. E. Mourant
shows that all Jews throughout the world, with the exception of
some small, semi-barbarous, and insignificant tribes of "conLiberty Bell I July 1987
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verts" here and there, belong to the same race, having an admixture of at least 5% to 10% of Congoid blood. If there is a
Khazar element in some Jews, it is too small to be detected by
the analytic techniques now available.
See his The Genetics of Jews (Oxford, Clarendon Press,
1978). - This disposes of the story about "converted"
Khazars, which, we must remember, depends on only a
few Jewish sources of late date, and it must be an
axiom i n historical research that nothing in Jewish sources may safely be beheved if it is not attested by
trustworthy historical evidence or has a very high degree of intrinsic probabihty (i.e., conforms to what we
know to be likely in the given circumstances). The
Jews are a race that instinctively uses deceit as a
weapon, as witness their innumerable hoaxes, from the
tales about a military conquest of Canaan i n the JewBook to the Holohoax they are now trying to force their
prey to believe. What is probable is that when the
kingdom of the Khazars was very prosperous, there was
a huge influx of Jews (as i n the United States today),
and that when the kingdom lost its commercial advantages and dechned, the Jews in it naturally headed
northwest in search of richer prey.
They were
"Khazars" just as Jews migrating from Germany used
to call themselves "Germans."

knowledge what Nossig reports seems improbable, but
it w.ould explain the otherwise strange trppism that
n^akes many of ®ur uace so susceptible to the Maiacist
religion and hallucinogenicitalk .about''"all mankind."
4. Professor W . ' L . Horowitz was an anthropologist; although he
seems to have been discredited by his messianic agitation and
had .to publish his own writings, and even though his
anthropological .doctrine is suspect as an atternpt to include
some famous Semites, (e.g., Hammurabi) i n his own race, it
should be noted that he regards race as determining all
psychological characteristics.
See especially his httle booklet, now quite rare, La race
hebSrite et ses peuples (Paris, s.a. [1922?]).

3. Dr. Alfred Nossig was a very learned Jew and a biologist of
note, and while our geneticists reject his conclusions, we should
give the most earnest consideration to what he (writing for his
fellow Jews) reports, not as an hypothesis, but as an ascertained fact: that even "a few drops" of Jewish blood suffice to
alter permanently the mental processes of persons of other
races.
See his Integrales Judentum (Vienna, Berlin, New York,
1922). - It is noteworthy that i f we may draw inferences from silence, Nossig seems to regard descent from
male Jews as being as poisonous as descent from Jewesses to the racial mentality of other races; he asserts
that Aryans whose heredity was contaminated by a
Jewish ancestor, even centuries ago, are mentally
preconditioned to serve Jewish purposes by accepting
Jewish fictions (e.g., the "One World" hokum) as self-evident "ideals." In the present state of our biological

5. Although the Jews pose as a rehgion to conceal their racial
identity, especially when they first invade a country, the claim
is clearly false because seemingly irreconcilable differences i n
religion do not impair their racial unity.
(a) The basic cosmological and theological conceptions
of the Talmuds and of the Kabbala are at many points
antithetical, but do not spht Jewry into hostile camps,
as Protestantism spht Christianity. The differences between the two Jewish cults are much greater theologically than the difference between Cathohcs and Protestants, who disagreed about interpretation of the holy
book they had in common. But the Zohar, for example,
differs from the Talmuds as much as Christianity differs from Buddhism, i.e., i f one is true, the other must
be false. Violent dissension among Jews is not over
theological questions, but over who shall rule their
world-wide but clandestine empire.
(b) Atheists remain Jews. Maurice Samuel, a Jew for
whom I have the highest respect, specifically reports
that the atheism of a Jew is utterly unlike the atheism
of our race, and that for the Jewish atheist "to be one
with his people is to be thereby admitted to the power
of enjoying the infinite." To the mentality of our race,
that statement is paradoxical or simply uninteUigible,
but it certainly is a proof of a vast and innate racial difference. He also specifically affirms that rehgion is racial and cannot be changed by "conversion": "You do not
make a gentile out of a Jew by baptizing h i m any more
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than you would make an Aryan of a negro by painting
him with ochre." Samud's book should be studied closely by everyone interested i n understanding Jews (so far
as our race can iinderstand an alien mentaUty).
6. In their holy books, they regard themselves as Jews by
heredity, i.e., as a race.
For example, i n the "Old Testament" Yahweh specifically declares (Exod. 4.22) "Israel [=the Jews collectively]
is my son, my firstborn," and one of the writers of
Psalms (22.23) defines Jews as the descendants of
Jacob, the descendants of Israel (=the eponymous ancestor of the race). When Yahweh calls his tribe of
predators "my people," the word translated 'people' is
the Hebrew ' M , "kindred, nation,' i.e., people of a common descent, of the same racial stock. Even i n the
"New Testament," the Jews are to ethnos, 'the nation,'
i.e., the [great] people descended from a common ancestor, while non-Jews (including converts to the Jews'
Christian cult) are ta ethne, 'the [other] nations,' a
pejorative term usually translated 'gentiles,' i.e., civilized peoples who have families and family names.
Theologians naturally twist these words to fit whatever
pitch they are making to the yokels.

that are not merely soporific propaganda for the stupid
goyim.
As a neat example, one may cite Dr. Nahum
Goldman, founder of the World Jewish Congress, who,
in Das judische Paradox (Cologne, 1978), p.25, roundly
proclaims that the Jewish mind, sublimely confident of
its vast and innate superiority, has always regarded
Aryans "als eine minderwertige Rasse."
The foregoing, I am sure, is ample to prove that the Jews
are and have always believed themselves to be a physically,
genetically, and psychically unique race, different from, and
genetically superior to, all others. They regard Semites and
Aryans as vastly inferior beings, who, like dogs, are by their
own nature destined to serve their divinely or biologically ordained masters; therefore dogs who defy their masters are mad
and should be killed.
If the Aryans had developed the same confidence in their
own worth, or even a tenth as much racial sense as the Jews
have, they would now own the planet.
They, however,
preferred to induce pleasant hallucinations with Christian
opium and to slobber with imbecilic love, hoping thus to get a
pat on the head from the ferocious old Jew-God's son when
their spooks floated up to the clouds. That is why they will
vanish from the earth.

***
7. Until recently the pretence they were a religion not only
served as cover for the Jews but was strategically necessary to
permit their Marranos to penetrate, paralyse, and capture the
natives' institutions and culture. A t the same time, the Jews'
contempt for and hatred of our race could ostensibly be directed
at Christianity (which they had invented!). Today, when the
Christian evangelists have become some of the Jews' most effective agents of subversion, it would be awkward to channel
hatred against the rehgion, and now that Yahweh's Master
Race, by brandishing its crude Holohoax as a bogle, has estabhshed or is establishing its supremacy over our race
everywhere and looks forward to ruling it by open terrorism,
the racial antagonism is being more and more overtly avowed.
I have reported instances of this more open contempt
and hatred from time to time i n various notes and articles. In Germany, where the Aryan curs now cower
before their Yiddish masters, the Jews exhibit their contempt for us implicitly or explicitly in all their writings

In one of these "Postscripts," pubHshed i n M a y 1986, I
described briefly one ominous symptom of the growing epidemic
of unreason among scholars, an attempt to Christianize the
oldest monument of English hterature by atrocious mutilation
and interpolation of the Anglo-Saxon text.
Now I learn from a review in Speculum, L X I (1986), pp.668670, that another attempt to distort for Jesus the fundamentally pagan epic was made by Professor Bernard F. Hupp^ of the
State University in Binghampton, New York, i n The Hero in the
EaHhly City, a Reading of Beowulf, pubhshed by that university in 1984.
I have not looked at the book. As it is, to report incidents
that seem to me noteworthy to the readers of LiheHy Bell, I afflict myself by reading so much tripe that I am beginning to
wonder whether I should be so supercihous when I refer to the
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Christian dolts who used to wear horsehair shirts to niakc
themselves suffer.
I rely entirely on the review by Professor Edward B. Irving,
Jr., who notes various errors of fact in the book and. also
remarks on the absurdity of an "Augustinian" interpretation of
the poem, Huppe seems not to have tampered overmuch with
the Anglo-Saxon text, but, as the reviewer remarks, he "smuggles in the Christian concept of grace" by simply giving to the
Anglo-Saxon words rheanings they could not possibly have had.
"A tidy Christian poem is reconstructed from the ruins of its
proper original contexts,...and the pressure to distort is constant." Having thus Christianized the poem, Huppe then
denounces its failure to adhere to his favorite theology: Beowulf
ought to have remembered that Jesus said revenge was sinful,
and he sins terribly by fighting the dragon without getting Yahweh's permission.
The details of the travesty do not matter. As I said in my
"Postscript," the Anglo-Saxon epic is fundamentally and unmistakably a pagan composition, and the only question is who introduced the bits of Christian or ambiguous phraseolgy that are
found here and there in our only extant text and are as conspicuous and incongruous as patches of red calico on a dinner
jacket. Everyone knew that in 1920, when what is still the best
edition of the text and commentary was published, and it is
only sheer perversity to pretend otherwise today and use the
methods of scholarship to defeat the very purpose of scholarship.
The pernicious factor in such misbegotten studies is their effect, not on scholars who have read and understood the poem,
but on students in cognate fields, who may have to rely on the
reports of "specialists" in Anglo-Saxon. A multiplication of
books that distort the epic is apt to create an impression that
"modem scholarship" has discovered that it sprang from a
Christian society. And that application of the "democratic" principle of ascertaining truth by counting noses vnll deceive many
earnest students and may confuse or even vitiate some of their
work in their own fields of research.
Academicians want to be fashionable, and it is likely the
next few years will bring us more "studies" that affirm the factitious Christianization of our earliest extant monument of
English Uterature, but that, of course, will prove nothing. It
will be as meaningless as the Jews' current efforts to shore up
their crumbling Holohoax by producing more and more Yids,

who pop out of the bushes and suddenly remember that they
watched the wicked Germans cram millions of God's Darlings
into gas chambers or ovens, it being assumed that the notoriously methodical Grermans inexplicably and unforgivably forgot to
include the watchers with their fellow tribesmen. Lies do not
become truth by multiplication. 50,000 x 0 = 0.
The continuing flurry of "critical reinterpretations" of
Beowulf is symptomatic and highly signficant because it is, in a
way, so comparatively trivial. The number of persons who read
Anglo-Saxon is very small, and I cannot believe that multitudes
are reading one or another of the translations into modem
English. And does it really matter whether or not the poem is
basically "pagan"? Is not that just a bit of antiquarian lore,
comparable, for example, to identification of the corpse in the
famous ship-burial, at Sutton Hoo, interesting, no doubt, to
some people, but of no relevance to the present?
That is precisely my point. If these were efforts to deceive
Americans about something that will affect their thinking (such
as it is) about their present plight, the explanation would be obvious. Manufacture of "evidence" to support the Jews' great
swindle, or production of a revelation that Karl Marx was, like
Jesus, an avatar of old Yahweh, or even endorsement of the
prevalent hokum about what is mendaciously called our Civil
War, would have an obvious purpose.
If a man labors long to devise and perfect an elaborate
swindle that will net him a billion of the ersate-doUars now in
use, we understand and have no more doubts about his
rationality than about his morality. But if he makes the same
prolonged and arduous effort to filch a dime, he is a problem in
psychonosology. The contagion of unreason among scholars is
so ominous and frightening precisely because it is so gratuitous.
***

6
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TREASON IS WHERE YOU FIND IT
Arnold Toynbee was one of the world's most leamed men.
In his youth, the schools of Great Britain were still unimpaired,
and the education he received was one that men of today can
only regard with hopeless envy. His learning, however, far exceeded what could be imparted by even the best universities. It
required great emdition to direct the corps of assistants whom
he sent scurrying about the British Museum to verify or find
references for use in his monumental Study of History.
7

I gave a concise and, I believe, strictly fair critique of his
grandiose system of historionomy in an article that is reprinted
in America's Decline, pp. 202-211. In that article, I also noted
that he had begun his career as a professional liar who concocted stories about Gterman "atrocities" to excite his fellow
Englishmen in the First World War, and I suggested that books
written after his work on history indicated that he was a
recidivist and had reverted to professional lying to make
propaganda for the "One World" for which Jews yearn.
In Liberty Bell, April 1984, I noted a yet later article by
Toynbee in which he had the candor to state openly the real
purpose and end of the "Integration" that is being forced on the
mazed Americans: it is to abolish the White race by inducing or
forcing Aryans to copulate only with niggers of the opposite sex
and thus breed a population uniformly composed of mindless
and diseased mongrels, thereby realizing the great Christian
ideal of Equality in degradation. But Toynbee not only exposed
the sneaking hypocrisy of the promoters of "Integration": he endorsed and.commended their foul purpose and supported it by
inventing or repeating some brazen lies that he said were historical facts.
In all this, however, I had overlooked the most significant
datum of all, an article by Toynbee published in a periodical of
rather restricted circulation. International Affairs, in December
1931. I owe knowledge of it to Mr. Ivor Benson, the editor of
the South-African newsletter. Behind the News, who is my
authority for the quotation below.
Eemember that the first volume of Toynbee's Study of History was published in 1934. Three years earlier, in June 1931,
he told his fellow members of what was euphemistically called
"The Institute for the Scientific Study of History":
"We are at present working discreetly, but with all our
might, to wrest this mysterious force called sovereignty out of
the clutches of the local national states of the world. And all
the time we are denying with our lips what we are doing with
our hands." (My emphasis.)
In other words, Toynbee, by his own admission or boast,
was a secret conspirator, working for the destruction of the
Aryan nations and the Western civihzation they created, at the
very time that he was formulating the "monumental philosophy
of history" which he began to publish three years later, and
which he therefore formulated as an agent of that conspiracy.
8
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If you own the twelve volumes of A Study of History, forget
your investment (they cost you $112.50 if you bought them
when the series was complete in 1961, and I know not how
much more, if you bought them later). Put the twelve volumes
in the dustbin. They are a work of amazingly comprehensive
erudition, but it was poisoned at the source.
Toynbee was a traitor to our race, but that is a crime that
has long, been fatuously condoned by a race whose moral fiber
has been rotted by the hallucinogenic superstition with which
the Jews infected it fifteen centuries ago.
Toynbee was also, by his own admission, a traitor to his
king and country, which he was secretly striving and conspiring
to destroy. That is a crime of which our nations long took cognizance and did not, could not, tolerate so long as their people
had a will to survive. By the laws of Great Britain, Toynbee
should have been shot in 1931. Think what that would have
saved us!
***

SOCIAL DYNAMICS
I suppose there still are many who escaped or survived the
blight of the .public schools and read English literature, including that of the Nineteenth Century. I wonder how many have
noticed in many writings of that great age a lesson on the basic
structure of civilized society that is particularly relevant today.
De Quincey was one of the great masters of English prose.
The best-known of his many works is the Confessions of an
English Opium Eater, from which you will have learned that in
his time opium was as generally available and not much more
expensive than is aspirin today. From Wilkie Collins' delightful Moonstone, you learned that every respectable British
household kept on hand a supply of common medicines, including laudanum, the tincture of opium, which was used freely to
relieve insomnia, neuralgic pains, and the like.
Dickens' Mystery of Edwin Drood opens in a squalid opium
den, frequented by a small assortment of human garbage,
where John Jasper, the eminent and highly respected organist
of one of England's great cathedrals, awakes from a stupor induced by smoking opium. The den is an unsavory but entirely
legitimate business in the cathedral town. Everyone knows
that Sherlock Holmes used to escape ennui with hypodermic injections of a solution of cocaine, although Dr. Watson warned
him that excessive use of cocaine might be injurious to his
LibeHy Bell I July 1987
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health. And in one story, Dr. Watson goes to an opium den in
Limehouse to bring home a friend whose wife is Worried by his
absence.
One could add a score or more of examples that show the
modem reader that narcotic drugs, opium, cocaine, and their
derivatives, were freely available at moderate prices to
everyone who wished to purchase them, and that no one was
worried by that fact.- The drugs were, of course, as freely available in this country. In the early years of this century, the
catalogues of Sears, Roebuck & Co., a large mail-order house, offered a variety of tonics made from cocaine. And if you have
read the biography of Harry Elmer Barnes, you will recall that
when he was earning money for his years in college, he worked
as a pharmacist and naturally sold cocaine and, no doubt, morphine and other derivatives of opium to anyone who asked for
them.
The attitude of society at that time is expressed by the
eminent British pharmacologist, Edward Morell Holmes, who,
around 1910, discussed the use of opium in the Orient and concluded that the government of China had good reason to try to
restrict the use of opium by the Chinese. He did not even think
of a possible restriction of the sale of the narcotics in AngloSaxon nations. It was true that some persons did become addicted to and dependent on such drugs, but other persons became alcoholics. Addiction to alcohol and drugs was simply
proof of the weak will-power of "moral imbeciles," who were
commonly "addicted to other forms of depravity" also, and he
implies that such individuals are no loss to society. It is taken
for granted that the sooner such individuals rid society of themselves, the better.
There was no "drug problem," no hysterical running about
the world to inhibit the production of narcotics and make them
expensive and highly lucrative, because society before 1914
took the common sense view that it is foolish and futile to try
to save individuals from themselves. There was no "drug
problem" because our world was governed by a force far more
powerful and effective than frantic legislation and hordes of
poUcemen: the ethos of Aryan civihzation, which had, as yet,
been only marginally rotted by the proletarian fever with which
it was infected by its alien enemies.
It was world dominated by a species now virtually extinct,
ladies and gentlemen. A gentleman drank in moderation and
might even become inebriated on special occasions, but his
Id
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inner moral force and his self-respect kept him from addiction
and enslavement to physical or psychic drugs, whether alcohol,
opium, or hallucinatory superstitions.
If our race, in a now problematical future, recovers its independence and again has nations of it own, it will have to
recreate the racial ethos without which a civilized society cannot endure.
***

STATISTICAL QUAGMIRE
The lead article in the Scientific American for May is "A
Surge in Inequality," by Lester C. Thurow, A.M. (Oxon.), Ph.D.
(in Economics, Harvard), who is a Professor of Management
and Economics in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
He adduces statistics that show that in 1985 the upper 20% of
the population of this country received 43.5% of the national income, while the bottom 60% received only 32.4% of the income,
and that this disparity constantly increases by one or two percent each year.
The same disproportion is found in wealth (net worth). The
top 2% of the population have 14% of the income and 28% of
the total wealth. If one considers the top 10% of the population, they have 33% of the annual income and 57% of the total
wealth. The bottom 50% of the population have only 4.5% of
the total wealth. If one excludes land and considers only fluid
capital, the disproportion is even greater: the top 2% of the
population own 54% of the country's capital assets, and the top
10% own 86% of the capital, while the bottom 55% of the
population have no such assets at all. This disproportion is
also slowly increasing, year after year.
The middle class, between the two extremes, is steadily
decreasing in both numbers and income, and, what is quite significant, 70% of the married couples in that class can maintain
their position in it only by having both husband and wife go out
to work. Although the author does not say so, this means that
they are really proletarians, conforming to what was, a few
decades ago, regarded as one of the most barbarous and
reprehensible aspects of the Communist regime in Russia.
The statistics merely confirm what everyone knows: that
the rich are becoming richer, the poor, poorer, while the middle
class is being slowly and inexorably liquidated and reduced to
proletarian status.
Liberty Bell I July 1987
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The article further shows that a crash is inevitable. The annual trade deficit, i.e, the excess of imports over exports, is
equivalent to the work of four million fall-time employees in
manufacturing. What is more, that deficit of $170,000,000,000
annually is simply that amount of debt. The United States is,
in fact, a bankrupt nation, having progressed to the status of
the 'Taanana republics" that were objects of derision fifty years
ago.
The statistics are, so far as I know, accurate, and if the
author was afraid of punishment, if he explained the causes of
the economic conditions, he should have stopped there. But he
did not stop.
He does note the utter failure of the preconized attempts to
avert a continued increase in the process by which the rich become richer and the poor poorer. He remarks that an effective
action requires "a return to the structural policies of the 19th
century rather than to the tax and transfer pohcies of the 20th
century." That is the nearest he comes to hinting that'
economic inequality is inherent in the very structure of a civilized society, and that the latter also requires a certain minimum stability based on social status, as distinct from mere
profits, however derived. And the professor seems to forget, as
statisticans so often do,, that there can be no equality among
units of tmequal value: what a viable society needs is inequality
of income proportional to the cultural, ethical, and intellectual
inequality in its population. But he does intimate that the
most immediate problem is this countr/s ever growing dependence on the manufactures of other nations.
The cause of our industrial decline, he tells us, is our inability to compete with other industrial nations whose technology has become equal or superior to our own. And as an example of what has happened, he prints a picture of the U.S.
Steel's great plant at McKeesport, Pennsylvania, now abandoned. We were once a great industrial nation; we are now on
the way to becoming totally dependent on the more advanced
nations for manufactured goods.
The professor, living in an ambience of Christian superstition, may never have even remarked the folly of the Aryan nations, who, having a virtual monopoly of industrial technology
and scientific knowledge, fatuously gave the instruments of
their power to other races, who eagerly flocked into their
schools and universities to acquire the techniques they could
use as weapons against the West. And to hasten and consumLiberty Bell / July 1987
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mate their ruiri, the infatuated ^ytierictos, even more than the
other nations ot a race become ;iinhecile, taxed thems.el'V'es to
provide their natural ienemies \yith industrial plants ^nd the
service of White technicians to put those factories in opeitatioii.
That was equivalent to playing Russian roulette with all the
chambers of the revolver loaded.
When the Aryan nations elected to coitj'mit economic and
political suicide, some members of the older Christian sects
may have hadminds so acute that they had a vague apprehension of the tphsequences of their fpUyi but they probably told
themselves that Jesus'S bookkeepers were er).tering credits on
their heavenly pass-books; the; members bf the Marxian sects
did not think; that far, haying ah even more fanatical and blind
faith in the revelations of their fefiirbislied messiah;
The professor's mjnd may never have perceived that the
Aryan nations could have elected policies of gelf-preservation instead of holiness, but he cannot have failed to see that the
economic ruin of the Uhited States was achieved by a nicely calculated plan. When the loathsome creature called Franklin
Roosevelt took office, hugging himself with delight at his success in deceiving the "conservatiyes" with artful promises, and
believing himself destined to be the American Lenin, the wrecking crews started to undermine and subvert American industry
with crypto-Communist innovations for "social justice," but
their bosses remembered the need to preserve the nation's industrial capacity for use in the disastrous war that it would
take some years to contrive. It was only after the Suicide of
the West had been achieved miUtarily in 1945 that the wreckers began to dismantle our industrial plants while cooing ideals
to simple-minded Americans, whose mammalian instinct of selfpreservation had been so etiolated with Christian hokum that
when Jackanapes Kennedy gabbled about exchanging their national independence for "interdependence" in the Jews' One
World, they, instead of impeaching him for high treason,
grinned and simpered like idiots.
Our now almost hopeless technological and industrial inferiority is our own work and we must bear the resposibility for
it, not blame the more intelligent races that exploited our
fatuity. No honest discussion of our phght can omit that
elementary fact.
The article reaches an acme of absurdity, however, in its
references to the Japanese, a remarkable nation of which I
gave some accoimt in "The Yellow Peril." An intelhgible comLiberty Bell I July 1987
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parison of Japan to the United States must begin with two fundamental facts, viz.: that Japan is a racially homogeneous and
clean nation, not the filthy multi-racial cesspool we have made
of the country that once was ours; and that the Japanese, for
all practical purposes, have shown themselves immune to the
virus of Christianity in all of its mutations. Professor Thurow
does not mention either of these facts, and in an article such as
his, that is tantamount to denying them.
Even more reprehensible is his bland assumption that the
difference is to be accounted for by the fact that Japanese
children spend more days in school each year than American
children. That is simply to deny by implication the enormous
contrast between Japanese schools and our tax-supported boobhatcheries.
In Japan, the pupils are subject to a strict discipline and
are taught the values of their own culture and the facts of the
real world; they acquire a justified pride in their own race and
nation, which not only survived a crushing military defeat by
the White Devils but has now made itself so greatly superior to
the effete and self-doomed race that has made itself dependent
on Japanese technology and industry.
In the United States, "educators" pounce on a child and,
more or less openly (depending on what they judge expedient in
the community they are victimizing), set to work to destroy its
racial instincts, its self-respect, and its rationality. The unfortunate moppet is denied an opportunity to learn the Enghsh
language and its hterature, the elements of mathematics, an
outline of history, and the rudiments of science, all of which are
derided as "rote learning." In place of educational subjects,
Aryan children are held down and inoculated with the "One
World" pus; their capacity for self-respect is systematically
destroyed by forced association with the dregs of the genus
humanum; and each is made to feel guilty because he or she is
White. The helpless victims are taught to despise Western culture, instead of which both sexes are taught to copulate early
and often, preferably with niggers and wogs, to show they are
so "enhghtened" that they share a cretin's inabihty to discriminate.

the humdrum existehcp of the "straights," i.e., heterpsexuals,
which,' however, t>ecpipies interesting and enjoyable wheti
feniales have been taigight to be lascivious, promiscuous, and
preferably undiscriminatii>g and multi-racial in copulation^ ,
,A^
above alii delight in ramming jinto a
young child's consciousness theJevvs' gi'eat Holohoax, partly as
a reniunerative iseryice to Yahweh's Master Race, but also as
a-ipieans of making the little viptiin permkiently neurotic, and
mentally deranged.^ •
,
; •
Ignoring and, in thie cptext, eiffectively denying thip drastic
contrast, Prpfiessd* Thtopw t^ks'^aboiit the n ^ ^
days
spent in schoolrooms!
:
,
i' /
' Politics, includiiig economics, is hot a; subject susceptible of'
scientific study, for which strict objectivity ;is;requisite,'but it
also: k subject in which|a denial oJPreality iS as fatal as in scientific ipveStigation. I feel confident that the Scientific American
w(3uld not publish an article on earthquakes which made no
mention of volcanoes and geplogic^ faults, and implied that the
primary cause was climate and rainfall."
1. Thi? emphasis'in education has been,so successful that one^thi'rd or almost onethird of female undergraduates are infected -with venereal diseases,, The most common
of these diseases is chlamydia, which is fopnd In 20% to 30% of women in colleges;
it affects only, females, but may be transmitted by males. The current overriding concern with Immunity Deficiency appears to have irestricted investigation of chlamydia,
which is not lethal, but has effects, especially on the capacity for successful pregnancy, that are variously reported! It is thought to be viral and it has been suggested that
the epidemic of it may be related to the use of dnjgs that avert pregnancy by suppressing normal physiological functions.
Herpes, .gonorrhea, and some varieties of
granuloma are next to chlamydia in popularity.' A n improved variety of syphilis, unaffected by the usual therapeutic agents, is said to be spreading rapidly, but I know of
no statistics that indicate how widely it is disseminated at the present time. There are
also no statistics which show the relative incidence oi the various venereal diseases
in women of the several races, except "AIDS," for which it has been at last reluctantly admitted that it is len limes more common among negresses and mestizas than
among White women, including prostitutes. (See the United Press despatch by Charles Taylor from Atlanta, 26 March 1987.)

In many schools. White children of the tenderest age are
bhghted by what is called "sensitivity training," and are forced
to handle one another's sexual organs so that they can decide
what "lifestyle" they will elect when they are puberate, adopting, if male, either the exciting life of homosexual perverts or

2. A n honest expert, Charlotte Iserbyt, Special Assistant to the Secretary of Education resigned in protest at the use of the Holohoax to induce in children neuroses,
psychopathic feelings of guilt, inferiority, and shame, and a mental paresis that makes
the victim afraid of learning anything. Miss Iserbyt had been taken,in by the Jewsgigantic hoax and believed that the fictitious "Holocaust" had acttially happened, but
she protested the use of "Holocaust studies" as a form of psychological child-molestation She summarized her protest in an article that was reproduced in the local
newspaper of her home town, Bangor, Maine, on 10 July 1983, and, four days later, in
the more widely read Washington Times. She may havei hoped to arouse concern by
her disclosures, but, as has been obvious for years, thq majority of AmencanS have
lost the normal mammalian instinct to protect their offspring. A Species so denatured
and degenerate is not viable, and will inevitably become extmct.
<
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RAMPANT PERVERTS
"Babylon Revisited" is the title of four pages, reproduced
from typewritten copy, which appear to be one of the monthly
issues of a newsletter circulated, for twenty dollars a year, by
an outfit called "Cultbusters," 12440 Moorpark #193, Studio
City, Cahfomia, with a warning that the article may not be
reproduced without permission.
The article deals with the epidemic of male homosexuals
whose arrogantly overweening display of their moral leprosy
may be the most disgusting of all the aspects of contemporary
society. It is accompanied by a page of montage of advertisements by which the ambitiously organized degenerates seek to
spread their gospel.
The impudence of these creatures is, as the article says,
"chilling." One of them is quoted as admitting that the organized homosexuals are a revolutionary conspiracy, and
proposing that its members "fan out like viruses [sic] and, when
the time-comes, strike without warning at the ruling institutions, pohticians, warlords." It is always hard to estimate what
significance should be given to the utterances of diseased minds.
For those who are curious and need instruction in such matters, the article describes in some detail the forms of sexual intercourse practiced by degenerates. Most of my readers will
probably find it diflGcult to beheve that some forms of the creatures' disgusting delights are anatomically possible.
There is an accurate estimate of the political power of organized perverts today, although nothing mentioned is quite as
appalhng as the action of the Federal Government in kidnapping a veteran newspaper reporter, Fred Seehg, when he tried
to recover his young children, who had been put into the custody of known perverts. He was waylaid on a highway by
Federal marshals and hustled to Springfield, Missouri, where
Federal experts tortured him with sadistic ingenuity and
released him only when they had medical assurance they had
so damaged his heart that he would die a "natural death"
within a few weeks. Fred SeeHg lived long enough to write and
pubKsh an account of his experience: Destroy the Accuser
(Miami, Florida, Freedom Press, 1967), which, unfortunately, is
now out-of-print and has become rare.-"1. I was unable to ascertain what happened to the four thousand copies of the augmented second printing which the publisher claimed to have on hand when he was
forced into brankruptcy. Seelig did not live to complete the study of the perverts'
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Even Seehg^s book leaves a crucial question unanswered.
Most of the Federal judges and other officials who sanctioned
or ordered the kidnapping and denied him a liearing in the
courts were Jews residing in the United States. Is the great
and even dominating political power of the perverts one that
they have attained by organizatio)ri, nuinbersi and the position
of fellow degenerates in places of political authority, or is it a
power exerted on their; behalf by the Jews ;who have occujpied
the United States?'
,
The "Cultbusters"'article cohtaitts some sound obsejrvations:
"What is happening today is that m6n (ire becoming womm and
women are becoming then. The result of this perversion of the
natural order of things is disease-both' marital and physical....AIDS'is the symptom of a spiritual disease." (Their emphasis.)
So far so good, but unfortunately the author of the article
has discredited himself He evidently listened to the salestalk
of the salvation-hucksters and beheved it. He thus exposed
himself to ridicule by writing: "Homosexuality is firinly rooted
in the occultic worship of the goddess (Semiramis) which
originated in ancient Babylon.". Even if you don't notice how
preposterous that statenient is historically, iyou will be Warned
in the next seiitence in which the word 'pagan' is used with the
meaning given it by howling dervishes ever since the Fathers of
the Church devised the verbal trick to trap customers. The
word is made to mean 'not Jewish or Christian,' and so lumps
together as abominable all of the many hundreds of other
rehgions practiced throughout the world by peoples ranging
from the foulest savages to nations of very high culture, and,
the term is even made to include men too rational to entertain
childish superstitions about imaginary superbeings.
Now Semiramis is the Greek form of the name of Queen
Sammu-ramat, who, late in the history of the Near and Middle ,
East, ruled the Assyrian Empire for some years before and perhaps some years after 810 B.C.-the date at which the reign of
her son, Adad-nirari III, who may or may not have been still a
child, officially began. Semiramis was one of the great women,
like the celebrated Hat-shepsut of Egypt, who attained monarchical power that was normally reserved for men and exercised;
political power on which he was working; he died of heart failure (as predicted by the
physicians in the torture-house, but much later than they planned) on 26 Septenjber •
1967 at Valparaiso, Indiana.
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it with genius. So great were her achievements that she, like
Alexander, became the subject of a whole cycle of legends in the
Orient (where, it is true, she was eventually associated with the
goddess Atargatis), and she was celebrated in Greek tradition
and myth. As an historical figure, she was credited with the
achievements of other rulers, and she even became the heroine
of one of the earliest Greek romances. American readers may
also remember her from the best poem of Edwin Markham.^
So much for the "Gultbusters' " ignorance about a great figure
of both history and literature.
Even more perverse is their dissemination of some of the
stock drivel of the fakirs. They attribute the epidemic of perversion to "hatred of the Judaeo-Christian rehgion" on the specious
grounds that "it is important to note that it is only the JudaeoChristian religion (both in the Torah and the Bible) which
specifically forbids homosexuality and condemns it as a sin,"
Holy men will say anything to entice customers! I shall not
repeat here what I have said elsewhere about the odd tastes of
old Yahweh, as stated in the Jew-Book, or the various
Christian gospels and sects that equated male sexual perversion with holiness, or the intensive practice of such perversion
by the shamans of the principal Christian sects in the past and
today.

r shall note only tbe common lie that homosexuality was
first condemned by Christians and the deceitful implication
that there was no such condemnation by ^pagans." I could write
pages, but a few.lines will sufficte. I sliall cite only the
cuneiform tablets found at Ashui-j the ancient capital of Assyria; which set forth a code of laws that was promulgated in
the fourteenth or early thirteenth 'century B.p, You will find
an authoritative translation of these texts in The Assyrian
La«)s, by G. R. Driver and S. J. Miles (Oxford, Clarendon Press,
1935). One of thesei laws pfovides that if a man is tried and Convicted of sexual copulation with another male, '"he shall be
made a eunuch." Now let our holy shysters match that.

please help us expose
T H E B I G G g S T JEWISH LIE!
Please help lis Spread
THE T R U T H !
Order extra copies of
THE H O A X OF T H E 20th
,
CENTURY
at these prices:
1 /$7;.0iO-3/$18.00-10/$55.00
10d%450.00-1000/$4,000.00

2. Since this one of Marlcham's poems, "A Look into the Gulf," is not easily found
today, I shall quote the substance of it:
I looked one night, and there Semiramis,
With all her mourning doves about her head,
Sat rocking on an ancient road of Hell,
Withered and eyeless, chanting to the moon
Snatches of song they sang to her of old
Upon the lighted roofs of Nineveh.
And then her voice rang out with rattling laugh:
"The buglesi they are crying back again-Bugles that broke the nights of Babylon,
And then went crying on through Nineveh.
Stand back, ye trembling messengers of ill!
Women, let go ray hair! I am the Queen,
A whirlwind and a blaze of swords to quell
Insurgent cities. Let the iron tread
Of armies shake the earth! Look, lofty towers:
Assyria goes by upon the wind!"
And so she babbles by the ancient road,
While cities turned to dust upon the Earth
Rise through her whirling brain to live again—
Babbles all night, and when her voice is dead
Her weary lips beat on without a sound.
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T H E " H O L O C A U S T " - F A C T OR FICTION?
Were six million Jews really gassed-or has a colossal hoax
b6en perpetrated on the world?
Professor Arthur Butz has carefully investigated the alleged
extermination of 6,000,000 Jews during World War, II and has
written a book which thoroughlv documents his startling findmgs.
His book strips away the cover of fraud and deceit from this
emotion-charged topic and lays bare the full and complete truth.
THE H O A X OF T H E 20th C E N T U R Y , pb., 315 pp.
. .$7.00
Order No. 8012
plus $1.00 for post. & handling
ORDER F R O M :
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' • •'mmms'^o THl'iiJtTdft::,
Dear Sir:
A few days ago a Jewish scholar, talking to the members of
Temple B'nai Israel, said that "persecution of the Jews down
through the centuries had 'dehumanized' them..." I am enclosing a leaflet with quotations from their Bible, most of which, it
seems to me, accoimt not only for the thousands of years of persecution but also for the "dehumanizing" of the Jews. Only an
inhuman people could have created such a religion.
On several other subjects:
In the June 30,1986 U.S. News & World RepoH we read an
editorial that says that America spends more on Europe's
defense [defense? hmmm! They should call the baby by its right
name: Occupation!] than Europeans do. This in spite of the fact
that Western Europe still has more industry and a hundred million more people than Russia.
At the end of World War II, Churchill and Roosevelt
managed to gave around a third of Europe to-the Soviets. In my
opinion, an act of treason.
I imderstand that England has fought more wars than any
other nation in Europe. Recently a columnist wrote that
England had used its fleet to defend America, an outright lie.
Twice it invaded the U.S. and in 1814 burned our national
capitol. When we were manipulated into Woi;ld War I, Wilson
was surprised to learn that England had a treaty with Japan to
try to prevent us from developing trade with South East Asia.
Hereditary British traitors in America have had us supporting
Britain since the war of the revolution.
The opium war England fought with China was to continue
the sale of opium to China.... The Boer War was to get the
mineral wealth of South Africa for English Jews.... In that war,
four times as many Dutch women and children died in concentration camps as Boer soldiers were killed in action. The
British first used concentration camps in the Revolutionary
War.
I have read that torture was used at Nuremberg to extract
confessions from German generals. The bombing of Dresden
Continued on page 41
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By Jim Taylor
(Foreign Correspondent)
I finally got around to reading the Tower Report on the Iran arms
sales, rather hurriedly I must admit, and I didn't find the word 'Israel'
even once in the entire main body of this somewhat dubious document, which is just a snow job to cover-up the truth. The Israelis, who
alone instigated the entire global mess, are mentioned only in an
auxiliary report, with the obvious purpose of completely exoneratmg
the powerful world Zionists from any and all blame. How nice! The
well-known individuals who issued the Tower Report must have read
all the thousands of documents and news reports available to them on
the Iran scandal; yet rose-colored glasses must have prevented them
from seeing the word 'Israel'm every one of those important papers.
Talk about misguided kangeroo-court aspects of the Tower
Report and you fmd that this was no more a real investigation than
were the now infamous Nuremberg trials.
This so-called report by the commission came up with the biggest
and most majestic lie in at least the past 600 years of history when it
miraculously hfted all blame for the Iran arms deals from the
shoulders of the IsraeUs. In the most gross distortion of the real facts
I have ever witnessed in my entire lifetime, one member said, "The
chronology of the Iranian arms deal tried to put the onus on Israel;
but we would not fall for it." That statement means he is in the pay of
the Zionists.
As everyone is quite aware, Washington is not known for truthfulness. But the audacity of this outright falsification surprises me. It is
a whopper.
"To put it badly, " commission member General Brent Snowcroft
said, "could one say that the intent of this was, ia a sense, to put the
burden on the Israelis? We didn't approve it."
Absolute proof that Israel originated the entire arms-for-Iran
deal, already made public world-wide, was completely ignored by this
commission.
I knew that the Zionists had power in Washington. I have faithfully chronicled it for the past twenty years. But even I did not realize
that they could force a Presidential commission to he dehberately and
shamelessly cover up Israel's part in the scandal. This is real unadulterated power of the most absolute kind. I admire the Jews for being
Liberty Bell I July 1987
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able tdacGompligh this. I gm envious. I \yishthfit real Americans M
even oiie-tenth of; this strange and mystic power which now peiVades
and dominates our land.
V
! Mr. Yitzhak Shamir, the infamous Israeli war driminal and common miirderer who holds the position o£ Prime Minister of that
cotuitry, rushed 6ver to W^hington to visit !E'resident,Reag;an when he
thoiight Israel was in, deep troiible a few rnionths ago. 'Mr. Sharoir told
the press, "I thought we would catch plenty of hell from the U.S. for
tw6 reasons, First, there was the P61Ib"d spy'tase a^d then the Iranian
armssale^."
' ' , '\
But when the Prime Minister came oiit Of thfc White House meeting, he iiiformed the press that he was overjoyed because neither Mr.
Reagan nor cOiy other U.S. official criticized Israel the l&ast bit for
either; one 6i those two anti-American outragps,'Which did great harm
to America. I beheve that t could have saved Mr. Shattiir a trip to the
U.S., becapse/I could have told him that thejfe would be ho need for
him to mend fences in Washington. Every Arnerican official from Mr.
Reagan on down falls dovnp in aw^ and worship at the mere sight of
any Zionist official. It doesn't matter a tinker's dam how many crimes
against America the Israelis commit; they are always autoiij^tically forgiven and even praised for their ungodly adts against this nation.
Some people'will not believe me and wjll say I am grossly exaggerating; but, ill nay opinion, it is not much of an exaggeration to say
that even if the almighty Zioiiists were to b^irn the White House vnth
Mrs. Reagan in it, President Reagan stUl would not criticize them for
it. He would most likely find s6me far-out way to justify even that action. It should be obvious to all by now that Mr. Reagan, the
Reverend Jerry Falwell, and most Americans actually beheve that the
Israelis are irreproachable and pretty near infaUible.
I beheve that the missing ingredient in the Iran scandal has been
found—a beautiful blonde, without which no spy story is ever complete. Enter Fawn Hall, a lovely, part-tune model who served as Lt.
Colonel Oliver North's personal secretary. She fits the role, right
down to being offered half a million dollars to pose nude for Penthouse magazine. Even John LeCarr6 couldn't have foxmd such an intriguing element to keep up pubhc interest in the Iran affair. As in
many second-rate novels, she was actually given immunity from
prosecution and unlimited free pubUcity to go before the television
camera^ with nothirig more important to say than that she had
shredded some docunients in the basement office of the White House.
Not Very thi-illing as spy stories go, but sexy,
1 I suppose all this publicity for her was to turn the affair into a
22
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first-rate media event guaranteed to generate best-selling paperbacks
and block-bustmg films. Imagine what Hollywood's agile minds could
do with a scenario having this sexy blonde mgredient. On your movie
and television screens you will probably see the beautiful and "loyal"
secretary helping her dashing Marine "hero" boss shred papers in a
dimly-lit office as the investigating jackals of Congress and the Justice
Department close in on them. What a plot!
And it gets better. It seems that the vivacious Mrs. Hall was involved in a very stormy romance with Arturo Cruz, Jr., her Latin
lover, who just happens to be the son of a top Contra leader. This
part of the story is compHcated by the CIA's suspicion that the young
Mr. Cruz is either a double agent or an outright Communist spy. His
close friends include people now running the Sandanista government
in Nicaragua. This wild plot not only outdoes the Watergate fairy
tales, fabricated by Carl Bernstein and Bob Woodward, but also beats
"DaUas" and "Dynasty" combined.
Think what the lurid imaginations of scriptwriters could do with
this spectacular story of torrid love and betrayal at the very center of
power! A beautiful heroine caught in a tangled web of war and
espionage spanning the globe from the desert sands to the jungles of
Central America.
Yes SU-, folks, the Iran sales mess has it all. Cybill Shepherd
could play the role of Fawn Hall with Robert Redford as Colonel
North. Mr. Reagan, of course, could play himself.
To get back to reahty, it didn't take long to find out that the
bogus White House memorandum on arms sales to Iran was faked to
mislead the American public. Naturally, it was written by Colonel
North and approved by Vice-Admiral John Poindexter. The chief purpose was to absolve both Israel and President Reagan of any blame. ~
Although the average American citizen has proven many times that he
isn't very good at figuring things out, I really doubt that the dumbest
person in the entire country would beheve this type of cover-up.
From reading Jewish pubhcations, I have come to the conclusion
that a good many Zionist leaders don't approve of all the world-wide
publicity given to a professional Holocauster, Ehe Wiesel. They fear
that the truth about this boastful imposter will finally surface and he
will be totally discredited.
Well, some of the truth about this fraudulent little character, who
has made a good living for over forty years out of writing about the
big, bad Nazis, has aheady come out. But don't expect to read about
it in your daily (closed press) newspaper.
Several European
newspapers have printed rather lurid accounts about Mr. Wiesel, who
Liberty Bell I July 1987
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has bragged to reporters about murdermg innocent British soldiers in
Palestine. This individual, who set himself up for sympathy by writing
about all the cruel things the Nazis supposedly did to him at camps
during World War II, was himself an assassin. He is guilty of exacdy
the same crimes he likes to attribute only to Nazis. Mr. Wiesel joined
one of the terrorist groups in Palestine and freely admitted to the
British press that he murdered people to hasten the rebirth of modem
Israel. Only to hear him tell it, when the Germans killed someone it
was murder; but when he killed British soldiers it wasn't murder at
all—it was Zionist righteousness.
So we finally learn what American Jewish leaders feared would
eventually surface in the end—that Mr. Wiesel, who accuses so many
others of being murderers, is actually one himself. Remember that
this is the very same man who was praised and honored by President
Reagan as the greatest Uving "American" citizen. And this paved the
way for this notorious little crybaby to be awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize. Now that is not only a bad joke, but a disgrace to the whole
world.
As I have written many times, the best way to earn the Nobel
. prize for peace is to murder as many iimocent people as possible.
Several black African Marxists have earned this dubious award after
murdering half the population of their respective states. One was guilty of cutting the hearts out of four American nuns. And don't forget
that former Prime Minister of Israel, Menachem Begin, whom the
British termed the greatest murderer of them all, got the same Nobel
award. Mr. Begm is the one who ordered the pregnant women at
Deir Yassin to be murdered by slashing open their bellys.
Other recent "peace" prize winners include the infamous and
feared Le Due Tho, they gray eminence of Vietnam, who had at least
seventeen million of his fellow citizens killed in Indo-China. One
could scour the earth in vain to find a greater mass murderer than
Mr. Tho. So Mr. Wiesel is in good company, right where he belongs.
This man, whom Mr. Reagan termed "the greatest of humanitarians,
1. [The Nobel Peace Prize, which has become a mark of dishonor and infamy, is
awarded in Norway by a committee appointed by the Norwegian parliament. Information presently at hand does not suffice to determine the race of the members of the committee, but since the parliament is elected by Norwegians, most of
whom are Nordic, they must bear responsibility for the disgrace brought upon
their country. The other Nobel prizes are awarded in Sweden by committees
composed of men leamed in the subject for which each prize is given, and they
are still honorable. —Editor.]
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"turns out to be just another terrorist murderer. If Attila the Hun
were alive today, he would certainly qualify for the Nobel peace award
and a medal for good citizenship from Mr. Reagan.
Mrs. Helena Shultz, wife of Secretary of State George Shultz, let
the cat out of the bag when she confirmed to the Washmgton press
corps that her husband has a Princeton tiger tattoo on his rear end.
Mrs. Shultz said, "When the children were young, they used to run up
and touch it, and he would growl and they would run away."
So instead of a tiger in his car's gas tank, Mr. Shultz has a tiger on
his tail. His tiger is harmless. But he has a severe disease of the mind
called Zionism, which most certainly is not harmless. It is very
dangerous to our country.
It always amazes me how our "best friend" Israel twists justice
around and not only fails to cooperate with the Reagan administration, but insults the United States at the same time, while keeping a
greedy hand stuck into the United States Treasury. And American officials take all this-the insults and degradation-without resenting it.
I refer to the fact that the Zionists insisted that the U.S. strip the
citizenship from an American auto worker and deport him to Israel
for a show trial; yet Israel flatly refused to return General Aiv Sella to
the U.S. to stand trial in the Jonathan Pollard case. It just doesn't
work both ways.
Mr. John Demjanjuk is the American whom Mr. Reagan personally ordered deported to Israel despite the fact that absolutely no proof
whatsoever of his guilt as a Nazi concentration camp guard who supposedly Murdered Jews in 1942 at TrebUnka, Poland, was ever offered.^
Contrast this with the fact that absolute proof of the guilt of
2. [The supposed "secret" camp near the main camp at Treblinka is certainly a
Jewish invention, but the very existence of any camp at Treblinka has been questioned by David McCalden, who, in the April 1986 issue of his Newsletter,
writes; "I am increasingly struck by the resemblance between Treblinka and
Sobibor [another camp at which it is said millions of God's Masterpieces were exterminated]. Plans and models of each camp-'based on Survivor testimony' of
course-display a remarkable similarity. And the 'mass escapes' are completely
identical in description. Dietlieb Felderer has paid brief visits to those sites, and
he reports that there are trees growing there which are decades older than the alleged duration of the camps. I simply do not know what to make of it. Did
Trebhnka, Sobibor, and Belzec ever exist at all? Are they justfigmentsof the
imagination, such as Rudolph HoS's non-existent 'Wolzec' camp? Certainly no
documentation exists to describe their existence; all we have are the dubious statements of certain staff (none of them any great intellects, and many of them
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trying to plea-bargain) and the even more dubious claims of professional survivors."
No imposture is too impudent for Jewish hatred to attempt For a particularly
fantastic tale about a wonderful Gemian machine for vaporizing Jews at Belzec,
see the pages reproduced photographically in Liberty Bell, November 1984, pp.
10-13. There are indications that even this preposterous tale, involving physical
impossibilities, was to have been used in the obscene farce that preceded the murders at Nuremberg committed by the Americans and allies dependent on them; it
was mentioned in the opening statements, but evidently some members of the
commission objected on the grounds that their lies should be at least superficially
plausible. —Editor.]

dered Ivan in 1943 during .a prison riot. He has written articles about how he gained revengeltg^ killing Ivan. But, at the request
of Israel, M r . Rosenberg now says that he lied about killing Ivan in the
uprising and that Mr. ©emjaiguk as ike real Ivan. How can you
believe anyone who is such an admitted liar as Mr. Rosenberg? But it
doesn't matter, all they want to do is execute the defendant, not prove
him guilty of anything. And for this kind of injustice to an American
citizen, the U.S. plays Uncle Santa to Israel's Little Red Ridinghood.
Only this Little Red Ridinghood doesn't have food in her basket, but
billions of dollars from the over-generous American taxpayers.
These facts are important Ijecause they graphically illustrate the
impotence and total weakness of America before the Zionists. It is
not a fair fight. The Zionists win all the time. Israel did not request
that Mr. Demjanjuk be sent to Israel for trial. They demanded it.
The U.S., cringing in fear before the powerful world Zionist entity,
quickly complied with no questions asked. Compare that with the
walking-on-tiptoes polite and mild request by the U.S. for Israel to
return the officer-spies to Washington. See the difference? Israel
refused to even consider it.
The Demjanjuk trial in Israel degenerated into an unthinkable
comedy of errors when several confused witnesses were caught lying.
One of them, Mr. Gustav Boraks, an 85-year-old Polish Jew and one
of the few to testify untrained in acting classes, became so senile and
confused that he could not recall the names of his mother, his son, his
sister or his wife. But, you know what, although nearly blind, he was
easily able to indentify Mr. Demjanjuk as the Ivan at the camp he was
supposed to have been placed in back in 1942. Also, this old fellow's
1976 "testimony" in Israel stated that Ivan died in the 1943 inmate
uprising. But he changed his "testimony" for the big show trial, and
like many others, claimed he lied about Ivan's death in 1943. Other
Jews who said they saw Ivan killed at the camp were not allowed to
testify, unless they changed their testimony.
After the faux pas by Mr. Boraks, the prosecutor appeared very
exasperated himself. He then asked Mr. Boraks, "If you said some-

3. [The historical Ivan the Teirible was Duke Ivan IV of Muscovy, who
proclaimed himself Czar in 1547 and so was the first of the Russian Czars; he
earned the epithet by his insane ferocity at Novgorod in 1569. It is a nice irony
that Ivan, who had cause to fear his subjects, an-anged with Queen Elizabeth to
give him a safe refuge in England, should he have to escapefiromhis country, a
part of what is now Russia. It is also ironic that Ivan's hatred was concentrated on the native aristocracy of landholders, while he particularly

favored merchants and traders, among whom Jews were naturally active. One
can only wonder how the Jews happened to think of Czar Ivan when they were
inventing horror stories for their Holohoax, but one may guess that when they
decided to hold a "trial" to manufacture more "evidence" to support their racial
lie and to hold their American serfs up to universal contempt and scorn, they
picked Mr. Demanjuk because his baptismal name was Ivan, the Ukrainian and
Russian equivalent of English John. —Editor.]
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General Sella had been sent to Israel. Couple this with the fact that
the Israeli officer freely admitted spying against the U.S. and even
bragged about it, and you can readily see the difference between the
two situations. When asked to return General Sella, the Israelis, in essence, told the U.S. to go to Hell.
The trial of Mr. Demjanjuk m Israel was a complete farce, as
even some Jewish reporters have written. The IsraeU government has
admitted to the press in a general way that they have no real evidence
against him; but they wanted to put him on trial so as to keep the
story of the "Holocaust" alive and "educate" young people about it.
And, of course, Mr. Demjanjuk, an innocent person, will be hanged
anyway.
A group of highly trained Jewish actors have been coached for
over a year so they could be "witnesses" against the American they intend to see pilloried before the entire world. Each of these actors
gave the same Academy Award type of performance on the witness
stand. Everyone of them pulled the same stunt of crying loudly before
the emotional finale which consisted of banging their heads down on
the railing in front of them as a dramatic gesture to impress the judges.
But "witness" Ehayhu Rosenberg provided the most outstanding
performance. Let me tell you about this individual. About a year ago,
Mr. Rosenberg swore that Mr. Demjanjuk was not "Ivan the Terrible."^ He could not have been because Mr. Rosenberg said he mur-
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thing to IsraeU investigators in 1976 and something different
today, which should we rely on?" Surprisingly, Mr. Boraks answered,
"1976, sir," thereby breaking wide open the case against Mr. Demjanjuk.
Another interesting development in this bungled case before the
Israeli court happened when three so-called "witnesses" against Mr.
Demjanjuk were asked what color uniform Ivan wore at the camp.
One said gray, one said black, and one said green. Those bad old
Nazis must have been real tricky to wear such varied xmiforms to fool
the evidently color-bhnd Jews. Laurel and Hardy couldn't have
messed up the trial any worse than these "witnesses" for the prosecution.
Many people have said to me how great it is that Mr. Pollard, the
Israeli superspy, got sentenced to life in prison. I disagree. I don't
thmk it is all that great because I know what is going to happen next
year. What you don't know and are not going to read in the
newspapers is that a deal has already been worked out to send him
back to Israel where he will become an instant national hero. He is
not going to spend his last days on earth in a U.S. prison. Washington
sources say that toward the end of Mr. Reagan's term in office. Pollard will be pardoned. So, in reality, he won't be in one of our
"country club" type of federal prisons very long. Americans have
been given such a snow job by Israel and the press about Mr. Pollard
that half the people in this vast nation think the arrest of men like Pollard is tantamount to convicting Bambi on espionage charges. They
try to tell you he was only helping our best friend, Israel, so he should
not be punished, but honored for this work.
So, in answer to people who have asked me if I thought that justice was done, my answer is no. Both Mr. and Mrs. Pollard should
have received the same penalty for the same crimes as was dealt out
to Julius and Ethel Rosenberg.
Many editorials throughout the land have said that the heavy sentence in the Pollard case will deter the Israelis from further spying
against the U.S. That's a joke. It won't even slow them down. It really baffles me that Mr. Pollard was ever tried in the first place, since
the IsraeUs could have gotten the identical information easily by asking Mr. Reagan for it. Over half the people working currently in the
CIA, the State Department are Israel-firsters who make sure that the
Zionists get every secret we have. That's why the Israeli Embassy always gets secret information even before it reaches the White House.
The Israelis already had most of what Pollard gave them anyway.
And they could have saved the $300,000 they paid him. Any IsraeU of28~
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ficial ciSffiW&lk right into the Pentagon^the F i i headquarters, t % C M .
over in LSfigley, or the White Mbiig-© Sm^get any top secret information Without any delays..
W% hir& Mr. Pollard when they didn't
need him? WaShiiigtoit fiSs tO pfoVid^ a Shew, a diversion for tfe taxpayers every now and tfeffi§o tfey will colitinue to slave away and support the policies of Israel. It v^ll be much easier to send billions to Israel since gulUble U.S. taxpayers Will floW believe that maybe the U.S.
and Israel are not operating as one single country, sharing everything.
It is all done with mirrors, while you sleep.
Another important ingredient in the PoUard case which may not
have crossed your mind is that when U.S. secrets reach Israel, they
don't remain there. Through a carefully-devised maze, all of this information passes straight through to the K G B in Moscow. The Israelis
have been trading U.S. secrets for the release of Soviet Jews for over
twenty years.
Another way in which Israel uses these secret documents for
profit is by selling them to other countries. When I last visited Argentina and Brazil, officials informed me confidentially that they can buy
information about inside workings in Washington from the Israelis
about how to get better arms deals, etc. By simply throwing in a few
U.S. secrets, Israel can get much better deals while selling arms and
other products to many nations. According to Italian sources, last
year the Zionists sold U.S. documents to both Turkey and Greece.
And we still call the Israelis our very best friends! This is a real
tragedy.
Some Americans are under the delusion that we still have in
Washington some form of a democratic government. Of course, the
country was founded as a republic, not a democracy. However, since
any semblance of a republic vanished prior to the present century, we"
have become a nation of people willing to settle for any form of a
democratic government. Yet, even that is no longer mth us.
If you believe that next year's so-called presidential election, by
some miracle, is an exercise in democracy, you are mistaken. You
may be able to fool yourselves and call the resulting nominees a
Republican and a Democrat if you so desne. But strip away those
two party labels, which are totally meaningless, and you will find a
pair of Zionist party members, competing against one another to see
which of them can promise the most to Israel. They will no longer
need even to pretent to be Americans. They don't have to please any
Americans to be elected. A l l they need to do is to get IsraeU backing
and they are in the White House.
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Before a person can even run for our highest office, he or she
must join up with the world Zionists. Only then can a candidate
receive adequate funding and press space. No person with any ideas
about running on a platform of an American party is allowed in the
race. He might wm. So no chances are being taken on anything like
that happening. The Zionist entity puts forth two candidates with
identical purposes. So. your only choice is to vote for the Republican
Zionist or the Democratic Zionist, both of whom are anti-American in
every way except in the words they speak. As far as American poUcy
and foreign policy are concerned, they will not vary one iota from the
Zionist party. You don't really have a choice.
Rome had circuses to entertain citizens and keep them happy.
We also have our circuses, which we deceptively call "elections," to
keep our citizens happy. So when you watch television coverage in
1988 and see a bunch of drunks with balloons and silly hats screaming
on the floor of the conventions, please don't mistake these circuses for
a form of democracy in action. It may be entertainment, if you don't
possess a very high IQ. But it is most certainly not a representation of
the Constitutional rights of American citizens.
And even if these elections were a form of democracy, it would at
best last only one single day every four years. No matter which of the
two was elected, neither would represent any Americans, not even the
stupid ones who voted for them. So for democracy to come around
again for a day you would have to wait until the next election. And in
the case of U.S. senators, you would have to wait six long years. No
senator today represents any group of American citizens.
We recently had a White House cause c6itbre of gigantic proportions which is an insult not only to German-Americans but to all
citizens of this nation. If Mr. Reagan's foing in March of Mr. John
Koehler doesn't anger readers and fire them up, then nothing on this
earth will, no matter how degrading to the honor of the country it may
be.

runaway train down a steep hill.
Let me quickly review what happened for those readers who may
have missed it. President Reagan selected Mr. Koehler to be his communications director. Because of the new appointee's brilliant record,
both Republican and Democratic leaders approved of Mr. Koehler.
At first, there was no opposition. However, the IsraeHs knew that Mr.
Koehler was a German-American so they alerted their Washington
shock troops, otherwise known as the Jewish Lobby. Since American
Jews have a sworn policy of opposing all German-Americans for any
official position in our government, they quickly obtained every record
available about Mr. Koehler, from the day he was born in Germany.
Messages were quickly sent out to Zionist leaders all over the world,
asking them to dig up some dirt on Mr. Koehler. But they were unable to come up with anything which might mar the record of this very
distinguished American. The most they could find was the fact that
he had joined a youth group [the Imgvolk, which was made up of 1014 year-old male youths. The Hitlerjugend was made up of 14-18 yearold male youths. Females of these two age groups jomed the
Jungmddel or BDM {Bund Deutscher Mddel) respectively. —Editor.] in
Germany at the time. Then they went to Mr. Reagan and tried to
force the President to believe that a ten-year-old child was some kind
of murdering Nazi henchman. Mr. Reagan is said to have thought this
idea ridiculous, but investigators questioned Mr. Koehler about it
anyway. He barely remembered the few months he was in the youth
organization, which he termed almost identical to the Boy Scouts of
America.

During the past ten years since the notorious Jewish hate groups
have gained so much power, there have been many insults, deportations, and fake trials to condemn persons of German extraction. But
this latest assault on the dignity, honor, and manhood of Teutonic
people tops them all. It should not be tolerated. You should fight
against it as if your life depended on it. It does! I maintain that it
does because if you accept meekly this insult lying down, it is quite imlikely that you will ever be able to halt the planned campaign against
everything Germanic in the U.S. If you allow this to slide by, it yM be
as difficult to halt the coming avalanche as it would be to stop a

This explanation seemed to satisfy everyone concerned, except, of
course, the hate-mongering Jewish leaders and the government of Israel. The appointment stood. The President did not want to revoke it
and Mr. Koehler went to work as the new director of communications.
But the Jews didn't forget about Mr. Koehler. They never do.
They demanded and got more private meetings with Mr. Reagan.
They had Mr. Dale Petroskey, White House Spokesman, on their side.
So after just one week on the job, Mr. Koehler was fired by Mr.
Reagan just to please the Jews. He could not withstand the pressme
with the Iran mess already causing him so much difficulty.
As a way. out of this without seeming to be a lackey of the
Zionists, which he is, Mr. Reagan insisted that Mr. Koehler be given a
minor position elsewhere m the government, such as the U.S. Information Agency, When this didn't work out, the press was told that Mr.
Howard Baker, the new chief of staff, didn't like Mr. Koehler so he
had to go for this reason. Anything to prevent people from learning
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the truth —that Mr. Reagan simply caved, in to Jewish pressure, as
usual.
I'm sure: that even the. President doesn't believe the
preposterous Zionist pretense that Mr; Koehler had onCe been a tenyear-old killer of Jews.;
The many intended lies concocted merely to prevent the world
from learning of the real reason behind the firing are not going to
work,—at least, not with me or most Americans.
The gist of all this and the importance of it is not simply that Mr.
Koehler lost his job because he is a German-American. That is bad
enough. More important is the fact that if fifty million GermanAmericans accept this ignominious slap-in^the-face and do nothing, it
will be much easier for the Zionists systematically to exclude other
German-Americansfromholding any official position in this country.
This means keeping German-Americans as second-class citizens
forever.
I know from experience with them that Zionists don't have much
respect for people who are too cowardly tofightback. They will just
say in their secret meetings at the White House and the Israeli Embassy that since no one protested the disgracefulfiringof Mr. Koehler, it
should be easier next time.
Now I will be the first to admit that the Zionists don't like me.
Why should they? I've beenfightingthem publicly for many years.
But they have shown a certaim amount of respect for me because they
realize that I am not afraid of them and I have soundly defeated every
Zionist spokesman who ever got up the nerve to debate me on radio
and television. This does not mean that I am any great debater or
public speaker. Just the opposite. But I have truth and justice on my
side against the shallow Zionist fabrications. And that is why I am
able to win.
Organized German-Americans or any other group of concerned
citizens can also win out over the Zionists. Jews are not supermen.
They are not the world's most intelhgent people. They put their pants
on one leg at a time, just as you do. They don't possess any supernatural power. They are not infallible. It just seems that way because
there is absolutely no organized resistance against their power in
Washington. Do not be afraid. Do not cringe in fear before people
who cannot even run a small nation like Israel without total depend-^
ence on American help. Israel would not last one week without your
money and arms. Jews are incapable of running a country successfully
and out of debt.
Think whatfiftythousand or even twenty-five thousand mdividual
letters of protest over the Koehler firing would do ia Washington.
32
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There are overfiftymillion German-Americans. It should not be too
difficult to get fifty thousand of them to write a letter to the White
House. But don't use form letters, as they are thrown into the trash
without being read. At least it would signify that you are not going to
take these insults any longer.
There have been many previous cases such as the banishing of Dr.
Arthur Rudolph, possibly one of the greatest scientists of all time,
from this country at the demand of Jewish hate group. Whether such
things continue or not depends entirely upon one thing—whether you
fight back or whether you prefer to continue as merely second-class
citizens of America with few real rights left. The Zionists and their
stooges in Washington are waiting to see if German-Americans have
the courage and the determination to respond. If you do not, then
their glee and joy will know no bounds. They will be assured that they
now have you where they want you—like docile sheep iq a field. It is
up to you. No one can do it for you.
We hear a great deal these days about the "disadvantaged"
people in American society. Every politician knows that using that
word will bring in votes for him. But the sentiment is misdirected.
One of the largest groups of poor people in the United States today is
still unmentioned and almost invisible. No editoriaUst or television
commentator would ever dare to mention this group by name, let
alone defend them and urge that something be done about their
plight. That's because this impoverished and much maligned group
consists of White males, once the leaders of our country. Right now
in America, there are more White men who are poor than the total of
Black poor (male and female combined).
In this supposedly White-male dominated economy, the drop in
manufacturing employment since 1979 has struck most drastically at
the traditional White and heavily male working class. The jobs these
White men are losing are precisely the ones which in the past proved
to be the rungs on the ladder of upward social mobility for all hardworking Americans. So the plight of White men today is but a most
fearful prediction of even worse times ahead.
Integrity was always the halhnark of American White men.
Society and all the "humanistic" textbooks in our schools cannot give
a person integrity. Integrity is an inborn trait. It is a quality of the
private man. It has never been for sale. And you can't buy it at the
stock market, where so many Jewish males of today have stolen billions of dollars. These people cannot even define integrity. They can
sometimes be made to forfeit several hundred milUon in legal profits.
But if you believe that this somehow instills iti them some form of inLiberty Bell I July 1987
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ftegrity for the future, you don't ifenowsfheirlbasic nature. It only makes
ithem more cautious, snotmore honest.
Jailing Mr. Pollard will not give liim integrity. He told the court
an a vague sort-of way he was sorry for ids criminal acts of treason.
He did not get a sudden dose of integrify. He is sorry lie got caught
just two steps from the safety of the Isradli Embassy, which ignored
security rules and had the embassy gates wide open to receive this little traitor.
Alger Hiss spent many years in a jfederail prison. But that didn't
imbue him with integrity. Do you thiiik it required integrity for the
former Israeli Prime Minister, Menachem Begin, to order the bellys of
pregnant women to be split open at Deir Yassin? Was integrity involved when General Ariel Sharon forced the destruction of Palestinian women and children at the camps in Lebanon?
There are no precisely corresponding words in the Hebrew language for integrity, honor, and gentlemanly conduct. Zionists cannot
understand these words, let alone live by them.
Integrity is not easy in the changmg world in which we live. The
present, established, orthodox world of liberalism does not cherish integrity or true masculine and feminine virtues. It seeks to reduce the
true masculine virtue to a false effeminate nature, unbecoming and totally out of character for men of integrity.
Liberal thought, training, and even government regulations seek
too soften and wash away the man in you. The purpose is to turn
every one of you into the feminized abomination you see on the
streets today, the possessive, fussy, sentimental "mama's boy" whose
unhappy and unholy life-long wish is to stay tied to his mother's apron
strings and never be really born into a competitive world as a free
male adult of integrity. Radicalism and internationalism are both
more of the same; they just add to the problem. They want to make
soft adult-children of White males, who might otherwise threaten the
masters of your lives and souls.
The equalization of all members of our society is primarily to
make you fear the risks needed to excel in life and to ovcercome adversity. Then you will be forced to live behind a cowardly fagade to
mask your frustrated hopes or ambitions. In essence, yu will have at
best only a poor imitation of life.
In spite of all this evidence, gullible American "born-again Christians" favor and help those who are dedicated to the wholesale
destruction of what is left of the United States of America.
Liberals and foolhardy Blacks believe they will thrive and enjoy
places of honor and ease under a socialist dictatorship of the new
34
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Amerika. But they are in for a very great disappointment. I have discussed this with enough Communists, including KGB agents, to know
that the first thing they will do is to liquidate those who helped them
most before the takeover. Those who do not work, and work hard,
will not eat. That should not be difficult, to understand. There will be
no welfare system such as America has today, except for the ruling
class. Otherwise there will be no free rides.
Today, we do not have a Teddy Roosevelt, a General George Patton or a General Douglas MacArthur to lead us. Those grim,
taciturn, aloof men of iron character and unshakeable purpose, who
never hesitated to act with boldness and courage, are no longer with
us.
Small men, and I do not mean this term to be at all derogatory,
string their lives on a steady thread of established principle, waiting
on second-hand, tried and true theories; and they respect the moral
prudence of their leaders and their race.
Great men, on the other hand, act like a flash of lightning to lead
political cowards with an easy confidence, excempt from the common
anxiety and labor of timid decisions; and even in the gravest determinations they are unconscious of their exercise of will. With these
few individuals, everything is at one and the same time reason and
movement together, with no time lag to delay crucial decisions with
the hesitation which would ensure failure. They will with impetuosity
what they have conceived with deep reflection; there is the automatic
response of a clear mind and true prudence to the shifting stress and
strain of circumstances.
Some countries have been conquered by means of the Cross,
others have been subjugated by the sword. America will be taken
over by thought and mind control, already well-estabUshed in
Washington. Every single member of Congress, with no exceptions,
has already succumbed. All are in the pay of Israel, according to Mr.
Uri Avenim, a member of the Israeli Knesset. There have been many
articles in the press of Israel gloating over this fact. What? You say
you never read it in your daily newspaper? And you won't either!
You are not supposed to know the extent of it. I am going to receive
a few more threats, I am sure, just for writing it out for you in this publication.
Mr. Avenim, and I quote his own words exactly from the
newspaper, told the Daily Haaretz that, "After the Israeli Lobby in the
U.S. grants a Congress member $100,000 such a member will never
dream of backing a motion which contravenes the interests of the
government of Israel."
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Well, there you have it, straight from the horse's mouth, so to
speak. You could not ask for better evidence than the words of a
member of the governing body of Israel, could you? They have Congress. It only remains to bring the will of the rest of the people under
the control of the international Ziomsts. And I would estimate, conservatively, that at least 50 percent of the American people are already convinced that Israel is our Saviour. Your Congressman tells
you such nonsense every time he or she opens his or her mouth. You
are being rolled over to play dead without your knowledge. Or if you
have knowledge of it, you are already afraid to act against this
propaganda drive. Things couldn't be better for the Zionist entity.
They have yet to lose even one minor skirmish on the American battlefront. With Congress in tow, their unblemished record of victories
against the American people is very impressive. They win so easily
that it is much like the Notre Dame football team's trouncing of a
team from the Little Sisters of the Poor. They don't even need to
work up a sweat to defeat the interests of all Americans in
Washington. The future is rosy for them. It couldn't be brighter.
You may have read about how many more Jewish dissidents have
been coming to the U.S. lately from the Soviet Union, and about the
sudden "generosity" of the new rulers there. Generosity or a change
of Soviet habits has nothing to do with the increased flow of Jewish
troublemakers being shipped to the U.S. As I mentioned previously,
this is a swap, an exchange. Barter might be a better word for it. Just
as Mr. Reagan tries to barter arms for hostages, the Israelis sell
American secrets to the Soviets in exchange for the release of more
Soviet Jews. And if you read the New York Times, you know that
many of these Jews didn't even want to leave their native land. They
are homesick and some of them have returned to the Soviet Union.
This is caused by the ancient law of supply and demand. It would appear that there are American secrets to be bartered by the Zionists
for them. With a hundred thousand Jews and non-Jews working in
the U.S. government, all willing to give Israel every secret we have,
you might say there is a glut on the market. No, I am sorry to say, Mr.
Pollard wasn't the only spy for Israel in Washington. So now that he
is in jail (temporarily) you should not imagine that any of our government documents are safe from the prying eyes of the Zionists. They
can practically see through walls in Washington.
If there is any person reading this who doesn't already know that
Jews, in general, have absolutely no loyalty whatsoever to any country
except Israel and the international Zionists, the recently inaugurated
world-wide fimd-raising drive for the American Jewish traitors, Mr.
36
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and Mrs Jonathan Pollard, will easily convince him of this fact.
It kicked off several months ago in Israel, where these two
American renegades are looked upon as national and international
heroes. Several million dollars, much of it from wealthy American
Jews, has already been raised for the Pollard family.
EarUer I wrote that Mr. Pollard was a hero in Israel. That statement, although true and correct, was too modest. He is now an international hero to Jews all over the world, and is looked upon as a Godlike creature by American Jews.
This illustrious but Ul-defined, world-wide organization to assist
American Jewish traitors is called Citizens for Pollard. Contributions
have been pouring in from Jews in the United States and even in Israel and elsewhere who actually beUeve that the Israeli government
has forsaken the convicted spy and his family.
A poll by Israel's largest newspaper found that well over 90 percent of Israelis believe that Mr. Pollard did a very great thing by stealing American secrets and that it is now necessary to do something to
help him. American Jews have joined in and consider the couple
patriots rather than criminals.
Many flashy advertisements ran in newspapers appealing for contributions. Organizers have appeared on television to muster support
for the greatest pair of knovm traitors to America since the executed
Rosenbergs. Volunteers in Tel Aviv and Los Angeles have been
soliciting money for this pair of outright criminals.
And the money has come surging in.
"It's really been a spontaneous expression of love and emotion—a
personal and emotional gesture from the collective hearts of Jewish
people," said Mr. Nissan Gan Or, spokesman for the movement.
"Jews everywhere recognize that the Pollards were acting in good
faith, and therefore we have a moral responsibility to assist them in
every way possible," he added.
Israeli and American corporations have written checks for
$10,000 to $100,000 to boost the total of the fund.
The fund raising is ostensibly aimed at paying legal fees for the
Pollards, the flashy American Jews and dedicated Zionists, and at
lending financial support to family members who supposedly drained
their resources in the extensive comt fight.
"We want the Pollard family to be able to continue to live in dignity," said Mr. Gan Or. "We want to show that the people of Israel
and Jews everywhere have not abandoned the Pollards, even if our
government (Israeli) has."
If there are any Americans who still beUeye that Jews have any
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love at all for America just because they happen to be "citizens" of
this country, the benefactor of Israel, this episode should do away with
any such false assumptions.
Caustic comments in Israel against America are derigeurand always have been; but this brings to the fore the actual bloodlust and
the hatred for everything in the good ole U.S.A. by nearly all Jews,
even if they have profited greatly by living here.
The European press gave a lot of space to another tricky Israeli
scandal which was barely mentioned in the tightly-controlled U.S.
news media. The British government caught the Israelis with
thousands of forged British passports, used by Israeli terrorists worldwide to commit murder, arson, and bombings. Yet when naive
Americans think about terrorists, they mean Arab terrorists, despite
the fact that over 90 percent of all terrorist acts are committed by Israel and the United States, not Arabs or Iranians. What this adds up
to is that the outlaw state of Israel is made up of the largest number
of liars, thieves, spies, murderers, and terrorists in all history.
Ananias is no longer the most notorious liar in all antiquity. Compared to the Israelis of today, he was just a rank amateur. Ananias
may have won the ancient Hebrew Hars' contest over such competitors
as Jonah, but compared to the modern Zionists, he was a mere novice
at lying.
According to an old saying, "Whenever you are doing nothing,
you are doing wrong." This same stricture can be applied to war.
And we are at war, and our coimtry is clearly at stake, whether you
like it or not. The war for survival is NOW. It is not going to start
twenty years from now. It started more than twenty years ago.

This article first appeared in the Ju^^e 1987 Issue of Liberty Bell.
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Here is my parting thought for you. Historians of the future will
marvel most of all at the non-resistance of the White American males
who had the most to lose.
4>
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L E T T E R S TO T H E EDITOR, continued from page 20

near the war's end was to please the Jews. Unlike England's
cathedral city of Coventry, Dresden was not a center for
foundries and automobile manufacturing.
Before Caesar achieved power in Rome, interest rates were
often fifty percent, and people who defaulted could be imprisoned or sold into slavery, or even killed. Caesar limited all
interest to twelve percent and interest could not be collected for
more than the amoimt of the loan. The FED never heard of
this, I guess. Tom Watson wrote about this in his book,
Sketches from Roman History [available from Liberty Bell
Publications].
Sincerely
O.L.B., California

*****
Dear George:
Please send me a copy of Butz's The Hoax. I'm giving it to
one my students in computer class for a graduation present.
Anyone who has a photo of Adolf Hitler on her bedroom wall
cannot be completely brainwashed. The remainder of the check
is a donation for whatever is necessary at the moment...
As I predicted in 1978, the lucrative computer business now
has a Jew arovmd every comer. Those noses can smell a dollar
a whole light year away. "Vot a deal I haf for you!
Keep the faith!
F.R., New York State

*****
Dear George:
How is everything? I hope you and B. are well these days.
I see the Injustice Department has its attack dogs out looking
for East European anti-Communists again. It looks like Karl
Linnas will be Murdered after the Reds get a hold of him.
I wonder when they will ever stop this madness. The Jews
in power and their goy stooges must know their time is running
out. The "White revolutionary spirit is truly gaining momentum
in America for sure. I have a small cadre of patriots formed up
now here in Oklahoma and we have been busy distributing
literature and holding meetings. I am starting to see much'
more dedication in some of the young folks embracing our ideology in this area and I am very happy to see that at last...
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There will be plenty of very exciting days coming up ahead
of us for sure. The Feds are really trying desperately to '
destrby our movement, but the more mey per^^cute us, the
more the movement grows and the stronger it g^ts. Anj^ay,
you take care out there in Reedy and keep up the good work, /
: ' .
^
'"v'
' .„••
r: •''88!'
;
M.D., Oklahoma
Dear Sir:' •
v.
' ,
;
'
;
Enclosed is my check for a one-year subscription to your
publication and one copy each of The Protocols of the Learned
Elders ofZion and A Jew Exposes the Jewish World Conspiracy.
I was given a few copies of Liberty Bell and really found
them interesting (especially enjoy R.P. Oliyer). If we had
several hundred honest publications like yours, as opposed to
the Jews several thousand dishonest ones, we could swiftly rid
our race of its most threatening sickness. Keep up the good
work.
A.S., Alaska

*****
Gentlemen:
I was please to note that Dr. Oliver took notice of the article
supposedly reporting on the three Jewish women and six unnamed persons who lay for two and a half years under a house
in Poland; never left for any reason. No commentator, as far as
I have seen at least, has explained what became of 2 1/2 years'
worth of human waste or why, like normal folks, their muscles
even after About 45 days did not atrophy to the point that they
would never have been able to walk again.
The main point of the fairy tale, however, is far more
frightening. "They" apparently have such a low opinion of our
national intelligence that "they" have the audacity to even print
such a ludicrous and assinine tale. It is an open insult to
anyone with common sense.
Sadly, however, isn't their
analysis about correct?
Thank you,
\ .'
' • .
,
H.N., Houston

ommED FOR REGULAR, MONTHLY CONTRIBUTORS IS
GREAT. WONT YOU, PLEASE, BECOME PART OF THE
"SOLUTION" BY SENDING m YOUR PLEDGE NOTICE TODAY.
YOUR HELP IS NEEDED AND APPRECIATEDl
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ANINSroEVIEW
as seen by Ivor Benson
This is a reprint of Chapter 13 of the author's book, The Zionist Factor, distributed i n Britain by Heron Books, P.O. Box 29, Sudbury,
Suffolk COlO 6EF. M r . Benson was uniquely placed to see the forces
undermining White Rhodesia and leading to the setting up of the
Marxist state of 'Zimbabwe,' as he was i n 1964/65 Information A d viser to the then recently elected Smith Government, after which he
resigned when he saw that that government never really intended
to make a strong stand on behalf of the Whites i n the country but
was i n fact very much i n the grip of international Zionism, despite
outward appearances. Any emphases indicated here are those of M r .
Benson.
Reprinted with permission from Spearhead,
P.O. Box 446, Lxindon SE23 2LS, England.

A SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT version of the Rhodesian
drama, in which the Zionist role is explained at some length, is
presented in a book published in Zimbabwe, formerly Rhodesia:
Majuta, by B.A Kosmin, with the sub-title: A History of the
Jewish Community in Zimbabwe.
The author makes no secret of the fact that in Rhodesia,
long before the unilateral declaration of independence (UDI),
the terms 'JeV and 'Zionist' were, as he puts it, "almost interchangable." He tells us that in 1967, when the Rhodesians were
already feeling the bite of UN-imposed economic sanctions, the
President of the Central African Zionist Organisation (CAZO),
Mr. A E . Abrahamson, led a delegation to Prime Minister Ian
Smith "to inform him of their planned manpower and financial
aid to Israel," a move which, he adds, "achieved the desired
results."
In the 1930s, says Dr. Kosmin, the per capita monetary contribution of Rhodesian Jews to the Zionist cause was the
highest in the world, "a tradition maintained into the 1970s" in
spite of sanctions, which had virtually placed the country in a
state of siege.
Equally disproportionate , it would seem, was the attention
lavished on Rhodesia, with its tiny Jewish population, by the
world's Zionist leaders: we read that visitors to the country included Chaim Weizmann, Vladimir Jabotinsky, Nahum
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Sokoloy, Moshe Sharett, jSfalium Goldiriann, Norman Bentwich,
Cecil Koth, and in more recent times^ Generals Moslie Dayan,
Yigal Allon, GHaiin Hertzog, and Ezer Weizmanni
Kosmin's 1>ook makes ,it clear that a highly organised, and
powerfully united Rhodesian Zionist community, which
dominated the country's economic life, was always totally opposed to independence as envisaged by the Rhodesian Front
party, although frequently compelled for reasons of strategy
and tactics to occupy positions on both sides of the battle line,
*HERRENVOIJ^'
;
White Rhodesia, is des'ci^bed by Kosmin as a "Herrenvolk
democracy", with political trends "dangerous to Jews," among
these being "a greater and more exclusive British patriotism"
engendered by World War II, to be further enhanced when
British forces were drawn into a struggle with Irgun and other
Zionist terrorists in Palestine.
In 1952, therefore, it wasfirmlydecided at the aijnual congress of the Jewish Board of Deputies to urge Jews to become
more actively involved in Rhodesian politics.
"It was perhaps no coincidence," says Kosmin, "that Jews
returned to the Federal and Territorial Assemblies in the 1953
elections were all actively identified with the community and
had experience of Jewish organisations."
With the dissolution of the Federation of the Rhodesias and
Nyasaland, the white population, including the Jewish community, found itself massively concentrated in Southern
Rhodesia where there were already signs of growing white dissatisfaction with the policies being promoted by the United
Federal Party (UFP), which had hitherto held the reins of
power in both parliaments and in which, as Kosmin ads, the
Jews were by how "over-represented."
Mr. Garfield Todd had been ousted as Southern Rhodesia's
Prime Minister for pressing forward too rapidly with a policy of
racial integration, to be replaced by Sir Edgar Whitehead, a
dyed-in-the-wool Fabian Socialist, who was no better and had
to be removed. Then came the Southern Rhodesian general
election of 1962 when the United Federal Party, with its constant facing-both-ways attitude on the race question, was swept
out of power in a white backlash by the then recently established Rhodesia Front (RF) imder the leadership of Mr.
Winston Field.

From the Zionist point of view, what had happened was
just about the worst imaginable, for the government was now
firmly in the hands of the very people whom they had for years
fought tooth-and-nail to keep out, and they now had only one
representative in parliament. Mr. A.E. Abrahamson, who had
managed to retain his UFP seat in the predominantly Jewish
constituency of Bulawayo East.
However, they could hardly have found a better man to represent them, for Abrahamson was President of the Jewish
Board of Deputies, Vice President of the Central African Zionist
Organisation, and also a member of the executive of the World
Zionist Organisation.
To make it worse for Rhodesia's Jewish community, or so it
seemed at the time, the hard-Uners in the Rhodesian Front
ousted Winston Field in a 'cabinet revolt' and replaced him
with Ian Smith, who had only joined the RF shortly before the
1962 election after resigning from the UFP in which he had
figured prominently. Smith was preferred by the RF as a
leader, partly because he had considerably more parliamentary
experience than most of the RF 'new boys' and partly because
he expressed himself more vigorously in favour of securing
early Rhodesian independence; he was also preferred as leader
of the Rhodesian Front on the grounds that he was a "bom
Rhodesian,' whereas Winston Field was bom in Britain. Dr.
Kosmin writes:
"The scene was thus set for the intrusion of racial politics in all
spheres of social action. In June 1964, Ivor Benson, a far right-wing
political theorist, was imported from Natal as Grovernment Information
Adviser. Up till that time there had been no coherent RP ideology but
merely an updated amalgam of the thinking of those groups and factions which had opposed Huggins in the past. At the 1962 election the
RF had fought on the type of programme which would have been advocated among the more enthusiastic Tories of the English shires. Law
and order was advocated and the war service of their candidates was
well featured.
"Benson, however, offered the new Government a coherent radical
right-wing policy which would suit both their internal and external
problems. Rhodesia began to be presented as the last bastion of Christianity and Western tradition against the attack of sinister forces
directed from joint headquarters in New York and Moscow. This type
of insidious propaganda began to infiltrate the Grovernment-controlled
media of radio and television with attacks on the ever ubiquitous Communists and international financiers.
This, of course, was the
Europeans' answer to the Third World Revolutionary ideology of the
African nationalists...

SETBACK FOR ZIONISTS
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"The Jewish .commmiity. which had beenyin th^ forefront of the
liberal multi'^radial camp fett very Vulnerable ija this heightened pbliti'cal a t m o s p h e r e , . . ' " ' ' „ i " . ,

-HELPINGtHEAFRtCAN^
,
At tlie 1964 proceedihlfs of the Jewisti Bodrdqf Deputies
Congress, Mr. I.R. Rosin, a leading surgeon in Rlio^^
optimistically about the Jewish community "h^ljpipg the ejnerging African." Kosmin quotes Rpsih as saying:! ^ pay tribute to
Northern Rhodesia,for their attitude in acc6jptiriig the changed
political situation in their country."
\
The attitudes of the Wliites in. Northern^
nowcalled Zambia, was, in fact, no different from that of Southern
Rhodesia's Whites,, the only difference being that in Northern
Rhodesia the Whites were too few to be able to offer any resistance.
As was only to be expected, Mr. A.E. Abrahamson lost no
time in using the shelter of parliamentary privilege to launch a
viciously defamatory attack on the Rhodesian Government's
recently imported Information Adviser, quoting extensively
from an assessment provided by the Zionist Wiener Institute of
Political Studies in London.
Rhodesia's Zionists must have felt ev§n more vulnerable
when Ian Smith, anxious to consolidate his position among
rank-and-file supporters of the Rhodesian Front after having
helped to dislodge Winston Field and still under some suspicion
as a former UFP parliamentary whip and cabinet minister,
found it necessary to 'garnish his conservative image by using
speeches and radio scripts prepared for him by his new information Adviser. Indeed, it was Ian Smith's enhanced conservative
image which made it possible for the RF to administer an even
more crushing defeat on the UFP in the 1965 elections in which
Smith gained the two-thirds majority necessary for amendment
to the constitution.
The uneasiness among Rhodesia's Zionists is understandable, for it must have seemed inconceivable that
Rhodesia's Whites would not eagerly accept the offer of what
they lacked and so obviously needed: "a coherent policy that
would suit both internal and external problems."
WORLDWIDE SUPPORT
Another Factor which Rhodesia's.Zionists found discouraging was the reaction of sympathy and support for Rhodesia all
over the Western World, where literally hundreds of "Friends of
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Rhodesian Independence" organisations came spontaneously
into existence within a few weeks of the subsequent unilateral
declaration of independence.
^
Dr. Kosmin remarks that overseas support for Rhodesian independence "was mainly confined to groups in the Western
democracies which linked Zionism along with Wall Street and
Communism as part of the three-prong attack on Western
Christendom."
He adds: "As a result, from 1965 onwards Rhodesia was
visited by extremeright-wingpropagandists and known antiSemites such as Eric Butler of the Australian League of Rights
and Major Bundy of the USA In their public pronouncements,
such people studiously refrained from open anti-Semitism, but
dwelt on the more obvious racial themes. However, when Col.
Curtis B. Dall and the American Liberty Lobby visited
Bulawayo, they made anti-Jewish remarks in front of Jewish
councillors at a civic reception."
As events were to prove, Rhodesia's Zionists had nothing to
fear from a Rhodesian Front party that remained under the
firm control of Prime Minister Ian Smith, who emerges in Dr.
Kosmin's book with a clean bill of health and without the
blemish of a single adverse comment.
Dr. Kosmin goes on: "The confidence of Rhodesian Jewry
was restored in 1967, the year which saw the Israeli triumphs
in the Middle East and the departure from Rhodesia of the
much loathed Ivor Benson."
SMITH EMBRACES ZIONISTS
In fact, Kosmin makes it clear that the turn-about in the
political fortunes of Rhodesia's Zionists could be attributed entirely to Prime Minister Ian Smith after they themselves had
been humiliatingly defeated in their efforts to set up an opposition to the Rhodesian Front with a new Rhodesian Party under
the leadership of Sir Roy Welensky, and their long continued
support of other opposition groups and factions, including the
Centre Party.
For it was after the most crushing defeat of Sir Roy
Welensky in a Salisbury by-election and his final elimination
from public life that the Zionsts who had sponsored him offered
their support to Prime Minister Ian Smith, were warmly accepted and were soon again "over-represented" in government.
Writes Kosmin:
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"After the Atundel by-election the Rp ^indertpok a policy aimed at
wooing the Jewish community in order to enhance European unity and
convince some ditherers who respected Jewish opinions on economic '
questions. In the 1962 elections they had not fielded any Jewish candidates, but in 1965 they put forward three successful ones: Mr. Joel
Pincus, who was their candidate in the traditioiially Jewish seat of
Bulawayo East, Mr. Bernard Ponter, who was fluprisingly successful in
the constituency of Willowvale With its large proportion of coloured
voters, and Mr. Tlieo Ellison, who won Salisbury, Greenwood...
"Thus while Ian Stnitk juggled the hard-line and pro-iseitlement
factions within his cabinet ajid tried to prevent the emergence of any
significant white racial opposition on ihis left or right, the leaders of the
Jewish community began tq assert themselves a little more. For a long
time the community had studiously avoided official contacts with the
Government and there were no invitation* to communal functions for
politicians. This was not due to'persopa! hostility on either side, for
most of the people involved had gone to school together and knew each
other socially. Ian Smith even had a Jewish godmother, Mrs. Tilly
Jacobson of Gwelo."

Another was Elias (Elly) Broomberg who, on being reelected in 1974, became Ian Smith's Minister of Commerce.
However, Dr. Kosmin draws a veil of x^odesty over the
sheer magnitude of the Zionist come-back in a party which,
until their defeat in the Arundel by-election, they had fought
unceasingly to destroy.

One key figure in the sanctions-busting operation was William Margolis, an economic consultant to successive Rhodesian
governments after World War II and now Chairman of the
Grain Marketing Board, whose sale of $20 million worth of
maize to Zambia (formerly Northern Rhodesia) in 1971 served
the double purpose of earning much-needed foreign currency
^ d of helping to feed the scores of thousands of Joshua
Nkomo's terrorists being trained in that country.

TAKEOVER OF BROADCASTING
In 1976 when Prime Minister Smith was confronted with a
revolt in the party and the resignation of twelve members of
parliament, the party^s national chairman and many others, he
shifted this same Elias Broomberg to the post of Minister of Information and Tourism and permitted him to fire the entire
board of the RBS/RTV and its director-general, Harvey Ward,
and instal himself in undivided control of Rhodesian radio and
television.
By this time, then, the Rhodesian Front had become little
more than a Zionist operation.
In the light of this development, those members who had
resigned from the RF to form the Rhodesian Action Party
(RAP), and others who resigned or had been expelled, could
hardly be blamed for wondering whether Ian Smith had not
been deliberately planted in the RF when it had become clear
that the RF was headed for victory in that 1962 election.
Meanwhile, the anti-RF side of the Zionist operation was
partly in the hands of lavi^ers like Ben Baron of Bulawayo
(whose daughter Saone is married to Chester Crocker, the
present U.S. secretary of State for African Affairs) and Leo
Baron, Joshua Nkomo's one-time legal adviser who later fled
the country after a brief period of detention (Kosmin says he
was "expelled"), returning after Black independence to take up
a post as an Appeal Court judge.
Shared Zionist aims, we now find, easily reconciled these apparent contradictions in the Zionist response to the Rhodesian
challenge.
As events were to prove, economic sanctions greatly
strengthened the Jewish hold on Rhodesia's commerce and industry, since inevitably the persons who benefited most from
the sanctions-busting operation were those mainly responsible
for conducting it; and those most vulnerable to sanctions were
also most vulnerable to campaigns of intimidation and pressure
exerted by Black nationalist revolutionaries inside the country.
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One of the biggest problems which presented itself to the
Zionist leaders in Rhodesia was that of trying to reconcile their
own conflicting responses to economic warfare waged jointly by
the British Government and the United Nations.
They share with these outside forces a strong desire to
bring about the overthrow of White local self-determination.
But they also realised, as Kosmin tells us, "that to the overseas
politicians they (Ehodesian Jews) were expendable, and believing that their own survival and their families' livehhood
depended on frustrating the efforts of the British civil servants,
they lavmched into a wholehearted campaign of sanctions-busting." He records with evident pride:
"The result of this contest was easily predictable, for on the one
side, there were committed imaginative persons with a stake in what
they were doing, and on the other, impractical, faceless bureaucrats
with no stake in the contest, who were much less willing to put the
necessary time and effort into the economic war...
"Jewish businessmen made use of their friends and relations and
linguistic skills in order to evade the restrictions placed on their activities by the United Nations."
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The net result is that commerce and industry in the new
Zimbabwe are more than ever concentrated in the hands of the
Jews, with big companies powerful enough to be able to influence the Black politicians, and strategically placed to share
with them the abundance of money coming into the country in
the form of low-interest loans and foreign aid grants.
On the military front, too, Rhodesia's Zionists demonstrated
that they knew how best to take care of themselves as a "cul. turally autonomous" group bent on promoting its own "national
liberation" (the quoted words are Dr. Kosmin's).
There had been some diminution of the Jewish population
shortly after the dissolution of the Federation of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland, says Kosmin, but "the most striking loss was in persons in their twenties," the age group on which Rhodesia
depended most heavily in its constantly expanding bush war.
A.E. Abrahamson is quoted as saying in 1973: "We see the
elimination of almost an entire generation of young men and
women who leave us to study in South Africa and overseas and,
save for a few, do not return."
In fact, by 1969 already, according to a survey quoted by
Kosmin, there were only 227 Jews (of both sexes presumably)
between the ages of 20 and 25 in the coimtry; there were then
only three Jews in the police and only seven in the armed forces establishment, enough of them, at any rate, to keep the
Jewish Board of Deputies and CAZO informed about what was
going on in these two important services.
Whatever young Jews did get into imiform were, as Kosmin
makes clear, in the Middle East fighting for the Israeli state.
Dr. Kosmin's book is thus a rare and most valuable contribution to the literature of political science, recording with
commendable frankness and with much detail what can be accomplished by a small, tightly knit, well organised, passionately
group-conscious community (only 2.2 per-cent of Rhodesia's
White population) in preserving itself and advancing its longterm purposes in difficult and even daunting circumstances.
The book may even provide an answer to a question which
appears to have baffled Dr. Henry L. Feingold, Professor of History at the University of New York, who asks: "Is it possible
that there is something so idiosyncratic about the Jewish
presence in history, considering the fact that it is a community
based on an idea and on history itself, that it resists the tools
and thwarts the assumptions of modem scholarship?"
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The "much loathed" former Rhodesian Information Adviser
would answer that question as follows: "Notjiing could be more
idiosyncratic or anomalous than the presence in history of a fervently self-conscious and ambitious nation dispersed thinly
among innumerable other nations. For such a nation can only
survive, as Professor Sir Arthur Keith has explained, by implementing a dual code of ethics which clearly distinguishes between us and them, giving rise to a relationship between the
two which is ambivalent if not hostile.
Such an idiosyncratic relationship cannot possibly be maintained except by means of a continuous exercise of the arts of
mystification; and it is this dependence on mystification that
makes it difficult and even hazardous for the Jewish commimity to engage in the writing of its own history.
The struggle of a predominantly British White Rhodesian
population to avoid being drawn into the internationalists' New
International Economic Order occupies only a small part of Dr.
Kosmin's rather indiscreet history, which traces the role of the
Jews since they entered the country before the turn of the century, mostly as pedlars and cattle dealers, to be joined later by
numbers of 'refugees' from Czarist Russia. The writer has been
remarkably candid in revealing by what means they gained an
economic foothold, the burning down of insured trading stores,
phoney bankruptcies and currency smuggling being at one time
highly rewarding.
The real secret of the Rhodesian Jews' success, however, as
we are shown quite plainly in the book, was that exercise of
double-standards, one for themselves and one for the 'stranger,'
rigid segregation and group self-interest for themselves and
'liberal' policies of multi-racialism and non-discrimination for
others, all this while maintaining the closest co-operation with
their co-nationals abroad.
Yet there is not one chapter in the book which does not contain some reference to the pained surprise and reproach with
which Rhodesia's Jews reacted from time to time to signs that
the rest of the white population do not always take kindly to
such behaviour on the part of those whom they had so willingly
accepted as fellow Rhodesians.
On this we are left in no doubt by Dr. Kosmin: The overthrow of White rule in Rhodesia and its replacement with a
puppet Black regime is fully in line with Zionism's long-term requirements.
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VIOLENCE: A NO-WIN BATTLE
ZUNDEL SHOWS WAY TO VICTORY
Along Ludwigstrasse, as the echoes of the volley died, sixteen bodies lay below the noon day sun. It was Friday, November 9, 1923, the dead lay in front of the Feldhernhalle and in
the forecourt of the former office of the War Ministry in
Munich. Adolf Hitler's attempt at a military take-over of the
Bavarian government had failed. Hitler and his supporters dispersed, no pitched battle was waged against the state power
ahgned against them. Hitler never again attempted to use
military force to gain his movement's rightful place of leadership for the Aryan people of Grermany.
Hitler realized, as must all Aryan warriors today, a state,
just as an individual, vsdll fight to the death to preserve its life.
Survival is the most basic of all drives. The Bavarian government reacted against force with force to preserve itself from a
take-over. After Hitler's political victories and when his National Socialist government was installed in Germany, that National Socialist government reacted with force against threats
to its security. Just as did France in the Algerian crisis of the
1950s and just as does the United States against armed attempts by Aryans today seeking to regain control of a government which they have lost and which is no longer responsive to
their needs.
Any government which wishes to survive must effectively
use force to counter those elements, either external or internal,
which would destroy it. That is a principal all National
Socialists know and understand—survival of the fittest. What
many apparently do not understand is that the armed efforts of
a relatively few Aryan warriors are not only leading to their
death and imprisonment, but are also discrediting the entire
concept of a resurgence of Aryan values and government in the
United States.
Despite the purity of motives and the fervent desire to
serve their Aryan brothers and sisters, the net result is a loss.
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A loss of some of .the most productive and active individuals
from our ranks and a loss of popular support for what is perceived as an uprising of unstable, psychotic criminals who use
robbery and mayhem to further narrow ends. Their efforts to
go "vmderground" to work as some sort of a military unit which
will destroy the government they see as their oppressor is a
flight into Never-Never Land.
An \mdergroimd movement, to succeed, must have a broad
base of support. Such movements require substantial support
of the community in which they operate so they may live and
move unseen by their enemies. Every door must be open to
them and every heart must beat as theirs for their cause to succeed. Such is not the case in the United States today. Those
who take up arms against the government are squashed
beneath the boot of the police power of the state.. Does this
leave the Aryan warrior as a weak and helpless pawn in the
ZOG's war of destruction of our people? No, it does not.
Adolf Hitler did not spend his time in Landsberg prison, following his failed coup, in wringing his hands and denouncing
those who had betrayed him. He set to work building for the
political future of the National Socialist movement and vowed
to find the route to power which was then, and is today, offered
to those willing to do the work required to win.
We cast about for a sign from some mystical source to show
the way, when the way has already been shown. Ernst Ziindel,
a German by birth and now a resident of Canada, has provided
just such an example. He has done battle with the legal system of Canada and has prevailed! Ziindel was indicted under
an ancient and obscure Canadian law which was used by the
Zionist forces in an attempt to prevent him from publishing and
distributing printed material which shows the National
Sociahst government of Germany did not have a plan for exterminating the Jews of Europe, nor did it operate any gas chambers for such an annihilation.
His trial was one of the finest examples of justice gone
awry as one can imagine. Ziindel was prevented, on every occasion, to present sound, historical evidence and documentation
to support his position. The jury was railroaded by the
prejudice of the court into finding him guilty. But, a five judge
review panel heard his appeal, and was aghast at the prejudice
of the court which tried him and has now ordered the Crown
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prosecutors to either retry him, drop the charges against him,
or send the case to the Canadian Supreme Court.
His Zionist persecutors are now in complete turmoil, for a
new trial will mean the introduction into a court of law of the
necessary documents and testimony which will end forever the
myth of the "Holocaust" as described by the Zionists. It will
end forever the lie of the "Six Milhon" Jews who were "gassed"
or otherwise "exterminated" by the "Nazis." It will end forever
the central myth to the Zionist bid for power and for their extortion of cash from West Germany and the United States. As
this is written (May, 1987) it is not known what course the
Canadian government will follow. Despite the cost, it is hoped
it will be a new trial, for then Ernst Ziindel will utterly destroy
the Zionist grip upon the Aryan soul. For those who wish to
maintain close contact with Mr. Ziindel, he can be reached at
his office: Samisdat Pubhshers Ltd., 206 Carlton St., Toronto,
Ontario, M S A 2L1, Canada.
Will a Ziindel victory in the Canadian courts spell a victory
for the Aryan cause in-the political arenas of the once-Aryan
countries? It will not. Only the diligent, continuous work of
each Aryan warrior will do that. If we are to attain victory,
then we, just as did Adolf Hitler and his followers, must enter
the political arena. We must regain control of our destinies
through political means.
To accomplish this, each of us must become involved in the
local political process. We must become mayors, council members, P T A officials, leaders of the youth movements, and, eventually, state and national members of our legislative bodies.
The Aryan warrior elected as governor of a state or nation will
not evoke the police power at his command to destroy the
Aryans who gave him that position of power and trust. There
will be no need to use such force, for the Aryan community will
be in full support of his actions. It must not be forgotten that
the Aryan still holds a numerical advantage, but only if they
are united.
The Aryan warrior who will lead us to victory in the political arena is today living as an Aryan. All products and services
of the Jew who would destroy us are shunned. The children in
that Aryan home are taught the history of our race, they are
told of the total and permanent destruction of our race which
will be the end result of ZOG-directed racial down breeding,
and they are led, by example, to the literature and music of our
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Aryan folk. >Jung]o. munic in not hoard in that Aryan home and
the Jcwavifiion corruption ia not permitted to ontor the minfJK
of their Ao'an children. Each Aryan family IH an eHHential
block in that firm foundation upon which an Aryan government
of National Socialism will eventually be built.
To hang our heads in despair or to take up arms against an
overwhelming force are both equally useless today. What must
be done is shown by our Canadian comrade—fight! Fight with
the weapons available to us arid within the legal and political
systems which were created by Aryans, and we will, just as did
the political forces of Adolf Hitler, emerge triumphant. Certainly it will take time, but today is the day to take the first step.
Become an Aryan warrior and fight the fight within yourself,
your family, and your community.
From such a base of
strength Aryans will regain control of both the government
which they created and the destiny of their race. It is y o u who
must live your life dedicated to Aryan victory, and if y o u do,
then the Aryan will prevail. If you do not, if you await others
who will do the job for you, it will be too late.
If, in our contemporary world of parliamentary corruption, our Movement
remains always conscious of the profound nature of its struggle and feels
that it personifies the values of individual personality and race, and orders
its action accordingly, then it may count with mathematical certainty on
achieving victory some day in the future.
Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf

*****

A BITTER HARVEST
It has taken time, nearly two thousand years, but the full
effects of the Christian doctrine is bearing its ultimate, bitter
fruit. It is destroying the once proud, innovative, questing
peoples of northern Europe whom we call the Aryans. It has
taken the Celtic, Nordic, and Germanic peoples and reduced
them to slave status and has all but extinguished the flame of
greatness which enabled these people to establish a civilization
which elevated every land and every people in direct ratio to
their ability to share in the Aryan's culture.
The Christian religion, forced upon these northern people
who once respected the forces of blood and nature, has reduced
them to an abject poverty of honor, racial pride, and initiative.
The Aryan today stands as a docile beast of burden as his Jew
master saddles his broad back with more and more burdens.
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The cult of Christian brotherhood, of the pie-in-the-sky rewards
for the downbreeds of the world, has taken the drive from a
once proud and noble race. The Christian faith, bom of the
Jew doctrine of slave submission, is now bearing its ultimate
harvest of rotten fruit. The tiny state of Israel, created as a sop
to the Jew money lenders as a reward for financing World Wars
one and two, the internecine slaughters of Aryans, today wags
the tails of the Aryan world. Their step-child rehgion, Christianity, has so enthralled the enemies of the Jew that their "nation," Israel, thrives as a festering, putrid wound marring the
face of the Middle East with its poison, and, like a slime mould,
covering the globe.
Not only do the western, Aryan nations support Israel financially, but they have also submitted themselves to the ultimate
manipulation of their genetic heritage by permitting the influx
of countless numbers of the mud races of the world into their
midst to interbreed with the finest genetic stock of the human
species. All.in the name of the Christian abomination called
"brotherhood." Brotherhood has been the crutch which bears
the burden of shame as Aryan genes, industries, and technology
are syphoned into the domains of the mud races where cheap
coolie labor replaces the craftsmen and women of Aryan lands.
Our Aryan nations no longer control their own destinies but
bow to the masters of the unnamed, but very real, global
government which has locked them into economic bondage and
now tightens the screws with the ultimate, total destruction of
their genetic wealth.
No better illustration comes to mind than the contemporary
struggle being waged in Forsyth County, Georgia. Here a
group of Aryans, many refugees from the nigger-horror known
as Atlanta, chose to live their lives in isolation from the black
anthropoids foisted off by the Christian religion as their
"brothers."
Forsyth County was an island of sanity for the Aryans, but,
it was infected by the deadly virus of Christianity. Once the
black scum began oozing north from Atlanta, they were met by
the slobbering Christians of the county eager to show the world
that they are "true believers," full of "brotherly love,"and have
opened the doors for the black scum to enter their community.
The few Aryan warriors who remained in Forsyth county
were augmented by other Aryan warriors from throughout the
nation for a march of solidarity and resistance to the might of

their federal and state governments to destroy their community, families and genetic greatness. But, they marched in
vain, for the slobbering Christians betrayed them to their black
"brothers," while the smirking face of the Jew forces of the
Zionist Occupation Government could be seen in every
television newscast sent to warn other Aryans of the futihty of
resistance.
Also seen on television were the hundreds of "white" men
and women in the forces of ZOG who had come to Forsyth county to ram Christian "brotherhood" down the throats of this pocket of Aryan resistance. Why do Aryans force other Aryans into
such abject subjugation? The answer, of course, is they don't.
Aryans retain their concept of race. Race is the ruling star of
their existence. There is a profound difference between Aryans
and those who might call themselves "white."
Christians have been given by their "God" the mandate to
go forth into this world and subjugate all its creatures and
resources. This ultimate rape of our planet is well underway as
our natural resources are destroyed for the immediate profit of
the international Jew. By placing the Christian above the laws
of nature, this perverted philosophy is 180,degrees from the
teaching of National Socialism which recognizes man's relationship to the natural order. Man can prosper only in so far as he
works within the natural order of this planet. We share this
fragile sphere with all other creatures and the laws of physics
and natural selection are as applicable to man as to what might
be considered as the least of all life forms. We are passengers
on the same celestial sphere and are each governed by the laws
of that sphere.
Nature selects for survival those most fit to survive. The
Christian slobbers over the meek, the deformed, the misfits of
the breeding and evolutionary process. To care for such is one
matter, but to uplift the dregs of humanity as the ideal is madness and suicidal. A proud people once controlled their own destiny in full realization of their place within the world of natural
order. They are the Aryans, their contemporary philosophy is
known as National Socialism. They are a vanishing subspecies
of the Homo Sapien family of primates. Look quickly about
you, for they are a dying species and you will not see them on
this earth again. The curse, Christianity, has so sapped their
strength they no longer function as a part of the natural order
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,;pf selection of the fittest an,d thus will'fall into .the mud of
jgblivion.
•Let :J!ilie :Aryan ,warripr lift ^again the iHammer of Thor to
-defeat 'his enemies. Let the Aryan control the Aryan destiny,
ft-ee from contamination of his blood and soil by the Christian,
the d!ew, and the other mud races of this earth. Let the Aryan
-retui3i ,to his faith in the natural order before that natural
order strikes him down as a traitor to his genetic promise.
Human culture and civilization on this continent (planet!) are inseparably
bound.Mp with the presence of the Aryan. If he dies out or declines, the dark
veils of an age without culture will again descend upon this globe.
Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf

*****

ARYAN SAFETY DEMANDS AIDS
ISOLATION!
It is time to get serious about the carriers of the AIDS
virus. Our federal and state governments permit these contaminators and destroyers to wander the land spreading their
deadly virus. It may be in your home or in your children's
school next.
Today, the faggots and I.V. drug users who constitute the
bulk of those infected are contained in four major locations:
New York City and its environs; the Los Angeles cesspool; the
San Franciso bay area, and the Dallas-Houston area. Cases
have been reported in every state and province, but those are
the major locations.
The current governmental policies are to let those infected
freely circulate, copulate, and contaminate. It is time to stop
this idiotic infection of our land. Isolation is the solution. It
must be started immediately and it must be total.
Isolation makes sense for two reasons. First, it removes
those infected with the AIDS virus from the general population.
Secondly, it will be cheaper to treat the failing faggots and
their companions in a government operated hospital. As the oncoming wave of this deadly plague breaks upon us, the vultures
of the medical profession swarm to the AIDS related fields of
care and research like their feathered counterparts over rotting
carrion. The financial drain will be overwhelming if the AIDS
carriers are not isolated and treated in government facilities.
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Each Aryan warrior must stand up in his own community
and demand that the faggots be isolated from the general
population. Each PTA meeting, city coxxncil meeting, Letters to
the Editor column are platforms' for expressing the Aryan's concern for their family if the plague i ^ not immediately contained.
At the present time, the AIDS virus has not yet spread into
the general population; It is contained within a relatively narrow range of sodomites, I.V. drug users, and the unfortunates
who have been contaminated by blood transfusions. The I.V.
drug users contaminated with the virus are mostly contained in
the Jew Mecca of New York City.
Why is AIDS not treated as any other deadly and contagious disease? Because it is destroying the Weltanschauung,
the world view, of the Jew/Commie/Liberal philosophy. The
liberal view has been sold as one portraying all "life styles" as
being equal. This means that if a sodomite and his queer
friend wish to engage in annal intercourse, that is fine. They
have just as much right to practice their degrading acts of lust
as the Aryan warriors who unite in marriage to rear those who
will carry their genes and values into the future. Our governments have supported this as they are completely dominated by
the Jew view.
The liberal Weltanschauung, though, forgot to consider one
factor: Natural law. Nature did not intend the male bowel as
the receptacle for sperm. Such a receptacle is contrary to that
intended by nature for the continuance of the species, and those
who have violated that law are paying the price. Even before
AIDS entered the scene, perverts were subject to a wide range
of diseases which do not normally infect the average person.
Why? Because the sperm which enters the male's body via the
avenue of anal intercourse comes into contact with the thinwalled rectal mucosa and the trauma during intercourse and
such other depraved activities as "fisting" (yes, that is what
they do!) permits the semen to enter the recipient's blood
stream. As the sperm enters the sodomite's system, the iinmune system seeks to expel what is a foreign, dangerous substance, the male sperm. Repeated episodes of contamination
cause the immune system to go awry and the sodomite becomes
susceptible to all sorts of maladies which a normal person's
body readily throws off.
Given the weakened population, nature's destroyer, the
AIDS virus, by what ever means, entered into the world of the
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queers. It found its ecological niche and isflourishing.The
virus has found that it can live and multiply within the human
body and that it can spread its colonies via semen. It has
fotmd the practices of the sodomites ideal, and it is now
flourishing within that population. The AIDS infection kills the
host in a relatively short period of time and the virus can live
dormant within a host for an unknown period of time before it
becomes active.
Those who jab infected needles into their bodies to introduce drugs are also, particularly in the New York area, introducing the AIDS virus. The addicts there have "shooting galleries" where the junkies congregate to share the needles. The
virus, introduced directly into the blood stream, acts quickly to
kill the I.V. drug user.
The Aryan warrior's first reaction must be, "Great! Nature
is cleansing the gene pool, let it happen!" There is, however, a
darker picture, for the AIDS virus might be introduced into the
general population through avenues which are not yet
suspected; To prevent that, the carriers of the virus must be
isolated from the general population. They can be placed in
quarantine in unused military bases where facilities for feeding
and caring for them are already in place. It must be our goal to
see the sodomites and all carriers of the deadly virus are
removed from our communities. Isolate them from the
wholesome members of Aryan society. Shed no tears for their
demise as nature's laws are just.
But there is only one right that is sacrosanct and this right is at the same
time a most sacred duty. This right and obligation are: that the purity of
the racial blood should be guarded, so that the best types of human beings
may be preserved-and that thus we should render possible a more noble
development of humanity itself.
AdoUmtler, Mein Kampf

K E E P T H E LIBERTY BELL

RINGING!

Please remember: Our fight is Your fight! Donate whatever y o u
can spare o n a regular-monthly or quarterly—basis. Whether it is
$2., $5., $20., or $100. or more, rest assured it is needed here and
will be used i n our common struggle. If y o u are a businessman,
postage stamps i n any denomination, are a legitimate business
expense—and we need and use many of these here every m o n t h , and
will be gratefully accepted as donations.
Y o u r donations will help us spread the Message of Liberty and
White Survival throughout the land, by making available additional
copies o f our printed material to fellow Whites who do not yet k n o w
what is i n store for them.
Order our pamphlets, booklets, stickers, and—most importantly—
our reprints which are ideally suited for mass distribution at
reasonable cost. Order extra copies o f Liberty Bell for distribution
to y o u r circle o f friends, neighbors and relatives, urging them to
subscribe to our unique publication. Our bulk prices are shown o n
the mside front cover of every issue of Liberty Bell.
Pass along y o u r copy of Liberty Bell, and copies o f reprints y o u
obtained from us, to friends and acquaintances who may be on our
'wave length,' and urge them to contact us for more of the same.
Carry o n the fight t o free our White people from the shackles of
alien domination, even i f y o u can only j o i n our ranks i n spirit. Y o u
can provide for this by bequest. The foUowmg are suggested forms
of bequests which y o u may include i n y o u r Last Will and Testament:
1. I bequeath to M r . George P . Dietz, as Trustee for Liberty Bell
Publications, P . O . B o x 2 1 , Reedy W V 25270 U S A , the sum o f
$
for general purposes.
2.1 bequeath to M r . George P . Dietz, as Trustee for Liberty Bell
Publications, P . O . B o x 2 1 , Reedy W V 25270 U S A , the following
described property
for general purposes.

DO YOUR PART TODAY - HELP FREE OUR WHITE
RACE FROM ALIEN
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DOMINATION!

